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Abbrevjations 
AID 
AZR 
CC 
CCL-1 
CCL-2 
CCL, 
CCL", 
CCL, 
CID 
COPD 
class N 
class E 
class F 
class A 
class U 
EE 
EPP 
EUR 
FEV, 
FRC 
FS 1,FS2,FS3 
HlS 
HIS-LAN 
LFC 
LFC-CC 
LFIS 
PAI,PAl 

PC-LAN 
PlO 

P'iq 

RaW1,Raw2 

Re 
RV 
S,.S2 
T,. T2 

T3 

TGV 
TLeref 

PAr,PA2 
V

"
V2 

VC 

anal09 to digital convers ion 
academie hospita I Rotterdam 
compressible component 

Abbreviations end Symbols 5 

computer-controlled lung simulator, first generation 
computer-controlled lung simulator, second generation 
active simulation, normal breathing 
active inspiration and passive expiration 
passive simulation, artificial ventilation 
Central Instrumentation Department 
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 
nafmallung 
emfysematic lung 
fibrotic lung 
asthmatic lung 
upper airway disease 
square error 
equal pressure point 
Erasmus University Rotterdam 
foreed expiratory volume in 1 second 
functional residual capacity 
file server at the lung function department 
hospital information system 
local area network of the hospital. 
water-filled compartment 
connection between the LFC and the compressible component 
lung function information system 
pres su re inside the bellows 1 and 2, respectively 
personal computer - local area network 
patient identification number 
connection point to fil! the LFC with water and to measure the 
pressure 
airway component for lung 1 and 2, respectively 
Reynolds number 
residual volume 
two extreme pesitions of the piston 
position of bellows 1 and 2, respectively 
positien of the piston 
thoracic gas volume 
reference for total lung ca pa city 
pressure inside the bellows 1 and 2 
volume of bellows 1 and 2, respectively 
vital capacity 



6 Abbreviations and Symbols 

S>pnQQ{f;. 
IJ,/, dynamic viscosity of air, 18.3 10.6 (Pa.s) 

Pal' specific mass of air at room temperature, 1.205 (kg.m·') 

Pfiq specific mass of air Iiquid room temperature, 998 (kg.m") 
A area of flow (m') 

A", eftective surface of the battem plate of each bellows (m') 

A" area of the slit (m') 
Ceff complianee as calculated with Ref! (L.kP.-') 
CL lung compliance (L.kPa") 
Cn total respiratory complianee (L.kPa") 

C" thorax compliance (L.kPa") 

DCyf external diameter of the cylinder (m) 

Dhrdf hydraulic diameter (m) 
Ds1e intern al diameter of the sleeve (m) 

E", elastic constant of bellow$ at position hb/s (N.m") 
EL elastance of the lungs (kPa.L") 

Emxb elastance of the Maxwell body (kPa.L") 
rR resistance factor for control of the CCR (m.s") 

rv' flow factor for control of the eeR (m.s") 
g constant of gravitation (m.s") 

h", position of battam plate of a bellows (m) 
hsfi height of the slit (m) 
k index of curvature (kPa") 
K, linear resistance of the upper airways (kPa.s.L") 
K, turbulent resistance of the upper airways (kPa.s'.L") 
K3 linear resistance parameter model-2 (kPa.s.L") 
K~K5 linear resistance parameters model-3 

for inspiration and expiration, respectively (kPa.s.L") 
Kt;;K, linear resistance parameters model-4 

for inspiration and expiration, respectively (kPa.s.L-1 ) 
Ke-Ks turbulent resistance parameters model-4, 

for inspiration and expiration, respectively (kPa.s'.L") 

'C81 calculated position for eeR con trol (m) 

'sJi length of the slit (m) 
NCUN6 curvature of the pressure pattern (-) 

Po intercept on the pressure axis at Vl = 0 (kPa) 
PA alveolar pressure (kPa) 

PA,c alveolar pres su re in the mechanica I model (kPa) 

P", barometric pressure (kPa) 
Po., pressure over the body plethysmograph (kPa) 

Pb' pressure in the airways (kPa) 
Po pressure over the compressible airways (kPa) 

P" pres su re in the oesophagus (kPa) 

Pu,ofl pressure offset in the oesophagus (kPa) 
PL lung recoil pressure (kPa) 

Pl,sral statie lung reeoil pressure (kPa) 

PURe lung recoil pressure at FRC (kPa) 
P,,-,lhJ pressure in the liquid at level h (kPa) 
Pfiqfhbls} pressure in the liquid at level hblS (kPa) 

PIiQ,Ofl pressure at hbfs=O when PA=O and Pgrav=O (kPa) 
Pm mouth pressure (kPa) 
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PmeiJs measured pressure (kPa) 
Pmus pressure exerted by the muscles (kPa) 
Pp, pleural pressure (kPa) 
P, pressure over the small 8irways (kPa) 
PlO) tracheal pressure at the beginning of expiration (t = 0) (kPa) 
P,ft) tracheal pressure at time t (kPa) 

Pr,CiJIC(t) calculated tracheal pressure at time t in the expiration (kPa) 

P'.tnd tracheal pressure at end of expiration (kPa) 

P" thoracic pressure (kPa) 

P" tracheal pressure (kPa) 

P,r,c tracheal pressure in the mechanical model (kPa) 
p/ms point of curvature for the compressible element (kPa) 

Po pressure over the upper airways (kPa) 
R flow resistance (kPa,s,L") 

R, compressible airways resistance (kPa,s,L") 

R,o weighting constant tor the compressible airways (kPa,s,L") 
Re Reynolds number (-) 

Ref{ effective flow resistance (kPa,s,L") 

ReS!i Reynolds number in the slit (-) 

Rmxb viscosity of the Maxwell body (kPa,s,L") 

Rp resistance line through extreme pressure points (kPa,s,L") 

R, resistance of the smal! airways (kPa,s,L"') 
Rsim resistance to be simulated (kPa,s,L") 

RISIi resistance of the slit (kPa,s,L") 

Rs!i.!8m laminar flow resistance in the slit (kPa,s,L") 

Rsli.wr turbulent flow resistance in the slit (kPa,s,L") 

R, resistance of the combined airways (kPa,s,L") 

Rt,c resistance of the combined airways in the mechanical model (kPa,s,L>1) 

Ro upper airways resistance (kPa,s',L") 

tup total expiration time (s) 

U, steering signal (Volt) 
V' flow (L.s") 
V'A flow inta the alveolar space (L.s") 

V', aidlow inta the lung (L.s") 

V'L,c airtlow into the mechanical model (L.s') 

V, volume of concertina bellows (lung 1) (L) 

V, volume of concertina bellows (lung 2) (L) 

VA alveolar volume (L) 

V, volume of the compressible element (L) 

V", weighting constant (see text) H 
V," maximum volume of the compressible element for normals (L) 

V, lung volume (alveolar + airwaysl (L) 

VL,c lung volume (alveolar component + airways components) (L) 

V' flow at the mouth (L.s') 
m 

V max maximum volume (asymptote of the exponential equation) (L) 





CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND OUTLINE OF THE THESIS 

INTRODUCTION 

Computing technology has developed rapidly over the last three decades. The 
perlormance ol computers has grown in all classes, Irom the smallest 
microcomputers through the largest supercomputers [1, 21. The ongoing increase 
in the number of transistors per chip for microcomputers and memory has 

resulted in laster and cheaper computers [31. This increase in performance ol the 
microcomputer explains the use ol this type ol computer in almost every lield ol 
society nowadays. Computers have become indispensable in many lields ol the 
hospital, e.g. lor storage and retrieval ol patient inlormation, data analysis, 
linancial administration and word·processing. 

In this thesis, th ree types ol technological development in the pulmonary 
function laboratory and intensive care department ol the University Hospital 
Dijkzigt Rotterdam are described in which computers we re an essential condition: 
1) data processing in the lung lunetion department, 2) mathematical modelling 
and parameter estimation, and 3) the development of a mechanical model to be 
used lor simulating normal breathing and artilicial ventilation. 

Data processing in clinical routine 
Twenty years ago the lirst automatic data processing was introduced at the lung 
lunetion laboratory . In the early stages ol automatic data processing at the 
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laboratory , a program was developed that processed the data measured by the 
lung lunetion technician lrom recordings ol breathing manoeuvres performed by 
patients. The data had to be corrected lor the type ol spirometer, temperature 
and barometric pressure and scaled to lung lunction values. Because at that time 
no computer was available at the University Hospital Oijkzigt or the medical 
laculty ol the Erasmus University Rotterdam, a computer was used Irom the IBM 
computer centre at Zoetermeer. At the end ol each dav the numbers were coded 
on a punched card by means of a machine at the medical laculty. Ouring the 
night these data we re read by a card reader and sent over to the IBM computer. 
The next morning, il no wrong data input was noticed or a computer lault had 
appeared, the printout ol lung lunction variables was available at the medical 
laculty. This was the first computer printed report at our department. 

In 1977 a mini·computer became available at the Central Instrumentation 
Oepartment (CID) in the medical faculty. A modem connection enabled the input 
of data at the lung function laboratory. A questionnaire guided the technician 
during the input ol data via a keyboard printer. Mistakes in the input of data 
diminished and the lung lunetion report was available within a lew minutes. This 
processing ol the lung lunction data could be done twice a dav. 

The availability of microcomputers (POp·ll/03, Oigital Equipment Corporation) 

in 1978, enabled a next step in the development ol data processing at the 
laboratory . The lower price of this type of computer made alocal application lor 
signal processing at a laboratory linancially possible. A computer (tI. 120,000 lor 
a computer with 32k words and 5MB disk). a graphic video terminal (11. 30,000). 
and an electrostatic graphic printer (tI. 60,000) were purchased and installed at 
the lung lunetion laboratory. The input ol data could be perlormed at every 
moment ol the dav. For many years, two other hospitals used this microcom
puter by means of a modem connection, similar to the way our laboratory used 
the computer at the CID. With this microcomputer a set ol programs was 
developed to demonstrate the leasibility lor development ol a system to process 
the data Ir om Ilow-volume and spirographic measurements on-line. The program 
allowed the technician to give lull attention to the patient and to process the 
data ol the patients on-line, even in case ol difficulties in relation to pathology. 

At the same time a system was developed at the Max Planck Institute in 
Göttingen in which microcomputers without local lacilities lor storage ol data 
were connected to one central microcomputer. This development lacilitated the 
third phase in the development ol the data processing at the pulmonary lunetion 
laboratory in Rotterdam. A network ol computers processed the data on-line real
time including a central storage of data. Ouring the measurement the technician 
received inlormation about the measured lung lunetion variables together with 
their reference values. Data, measured in different measurement rooms, were 
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integrated into one lung lunction report. A connection with the hospital 
inlormation system guaranteed consistent patient data. The results were stored 
in the hospital inlormation system and administrative procedures we re also 

executed on-line. 
The introduction ol personal computers had a large impact. Mainly through the 

introduction ol the 8086 processor and its successors (/NTEL Corporation, USA) 

and the operating system MS·DOS (Microsoft Corporation, USA) the computer 
became a standard device in the work environment. Nowadays, the prices ol 

computer hardware is much lower, being about II 4000 lor a last complete 
system and about II 500 for a graphic printer with more possibilities than the 

electrostatic printer/plotter. At the laboratory the network based on PDP-11 
computers was transformed to pers on al computer (PC) based systems. 

Modelling 

A model is a representation of a (e.g biological) system in another (e.g. electrical 

/ mathematical) system independent of the lirst system in order to get (new) 
inlormation ol that system. An effective model is restricted to the specific 
objectives to be studied 14). Ta study the physiological nature ol an organ or 

system ol organs with use of another system (model), the essential characteris· 
tics ol the physiological relationships between variables are delined in analogous 
relationships between variables in the model 151. Such a model can be 
represented by either a physical system or mathematical equations. 

Models can be used for many purposes 151: 
1 . to elucidate biomedical mechanisms by implementation of known physiological 

relatlons into mathematical equations and mechanical structures, 

2. to extract speeitie information trom measured signais, 

3. to study the effects ol changes in the structure and properties on the 
behaviour of a system as a computer·assisted learning taal or training device, 

and 
4. to reduce animal experiments lor education and by performing preceding 

simulations ol phenomena belore an animal experiment is done. 

In the research described in this thesis two types ol modelling have been applied: 

mathematical and mechanical (physical) modelling. In a mechanical model the 
simulation of physical variables is an essential part ol the simulation, input and 

output will be given e.g. as gasllowand pressure. 

A mathematica/ mode/ is a representation ol a (physiological) process by means 
of equations, the input and the output will be given in numerical terms. These 
type ol models enable to study a process in an analyticalor numerical way. The 
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increasing power ol computers and the development ol powerlul numerical 

methods have enabled the implementation ol complex models against low costs. 

The mathematical relations in the model and the values ol specific parameters 

wiJl deline its behaviour. Uhl and lewis (6) were probably the lirst to use 

computer techniques to model the effects of the input·output relation lor lung 

function studies. They described a model in which the compliance of the lung 

and the resistance of the airways we re delined in order to describe the rel at ion 

between the pleural pressure in the lung and the Ilow measured at the mouth. 

Parameter estimation techniques enable the estimation of the underlying 

structure or behaviour ol the model Irom measured signais. A sensitivity analysis 

ol the parameters in a model wiJl not only give a belter understanding of the 

behaviour of the model, but will also indicate the reliability of the parameters 

when they are derived from measured data. 

In a mechanica/ mode/ the physiological process is simulated with physical 

components. Mechanical modeJling can be regarded as a bridge between 

mathematical models and measurements performed on healthy volunteers and 

patients. With a mechanical model the interaction between program and luns 

function equipment wiJl approach the physical reality as far as possible. They are 

used to test luns function equipment [7-10), and to coach technicians and 

physicists in a simulated patient environment [11, 12). 

Meyer designed a microcomputer-controJled respiratory servo system (9) and a 

hydraulicaJly operated cylinder'piston and a solenoid valve assembly. The 

flexibility of selection bet ween different breathing palterns enabled the 

implementation of complex sequences of breathing manoeuvres in accordance 

with the breathing pattern of healthy volunteers and patients. Up to that time 

only sinusoidal breathing palterns were simulated by means of a piston assembly 

eccentric connected to a rotaling wheel. Myojo (13) described a breathing 

simulator with a split/cam valve without a piston or beJlows. The opening of the 

split/cam valve was controJled by a stepper motor under microcomputer-control. 

With this system, inspiratory flow palterns could be simulated as seen during 

spontaneous breathing. Jansen et al. (14) used a bolt and spindie combination to 

construct a ventilator which imposed different types of palterns on experimental 

animais. These palterns could be changed from one breath to another. We 

adapted this technique to develop a mechanical lung model, which was intended 

to function as a mechanical model for testing programs in pulmonary routine and 

for instruction. The limited possibilities to simulate proper complianee and 

compressible airways were eliminated by the development of a new modeJling 

technique. This second generation of the mechanical lung model offered so much 

potential for new applications that it became a main topic of this thesis. 
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OUTLINE OF THE THESIS 

The application of computers for the Lung Function Information System (LFIS) is 

described in Chapter 2. This LFIS perfarms data analysis of pulmonary function 

tests at different locations. It is connected to the Hospital Information System 

(HlS) for the retrieval of patient data and the storage of lung function variables of 

the patients to generate follow-up reports and to support financial and 

administrative management. 

Next we present a non·linear mathematical model of pulmonary airways 

dynamics (Chapter 3) describing the relationship between the pressUfe in the 

alveoli and the flow at the mouth. In this model the indentificability and 

sensitivity of the estimated parameters we re studied. 

A mechanical model, described in Chapter 4, consists of a computer controlled 

piston driving two lung compartments by means of a liquid-filled intermediate 

compartment. A compressible segment of the airways was simulated with use of 

a penrose tube in the liquid·filled chamber. 

A further development of the mechanical model is presented in Chapters 5 and 

6. The techniques described in these two chapters, enable new possibilities to 

simulate different aspects of mechanical lung behaviour. Not only simulation of 

normal breathing as done with the model des cri bed in Chapter 4, but also 

artificial ventilation could be simulated. This development decreased the 

limitations of the model described in Chapter 4. 

In the ciosing Chapter 7, a summary is given of the present situation with a 

perspective to future applications and developments. 





CHAPTER 2 

A LUNG FUNCTION INFORMATION SYSTEM; lFIS 

AFM Verbraak, E Hoorn, JJ de Vries, JMB Bogaard, AVersprilie 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1964 Schonleid et al. [151 described the use ol computer techniques lor the 
analysis ol the pulmonary lunction measurements; since then many such pro
grams have been developed. Progress in the application ol automatic data pro

cessing has run in parallel with the development ol the technical lacilities and in 
many ol the lirst systems remote computers we re used lor the analysis ol the 
data [16-181. In the lirst development the signais, the patient number and the 
spirometer calibration lactor were stored on a magnetic tape and processed 

afterwards [15, 16, 19]. Next, on-line processing was established through con
nections between equipment and remote computers [20-221. Programs lor the 
calculation ol the lung function values of hand-measured data and the generation 
of a lung function report have been published by several authors [21, 23-29J. 

Stand-alone real-time systems were described for either clinical routine Or re
search objectives. Examples of these are the flow-volume curve and spirography 
[30-32], the body plethysmography [33-351. measurements of lung compliance 
[36], and exercise testing [37-40]. In many respects the automation improved 

the data processing [41) substantially and several authors have investigated po
tential bene fits [23, 25, 32, 42). 

To our knowledge no integration of the various types of measurements at dil
lerent locations in the lung function labo ra tory have been published, let alone lor 
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a system connected to a Hospital Information System (HlS). We aimed to de· 
velop a lung function information system (LFIS), including its connection to the 

HlS, to serve the data processing of a wide variety of lung function routines and 
research measurements, and in addition to serve administrative procedures. The 
development implied two stages: 

1. the oft-line automatic processing of data obtained by hand from the signals of 
lung function tests, and 

2. the on-line real-time data processing of the signais. 
In this paper we described the concepts of the system, its hardware and soft

ware. Furthermore, we evaluate the profit in time and the improvement in quality 
compared with the conventional by-hand situation. 

METHODS 

In industry and other research centres no proper software package has been 
available to fulfil the requirements of LFIS. Available software developed by the 

industry, was only suitable for their particular lung function equipment and the 

sources ol their programs we re not available. Therefore, we could not adapt their 
software to our specifications and we had to develop our own integrated system. 
Firstly, we delined the general requirements for the automatic data processing. 

General requirements 
The input of patient data had to be done at the administration desk as weil as in 
the different laboratory rooms. During the measurements the lung function tech

nician had to control the measurement procedures and check on-line the results 
of the manoeuvres. Therefore, a real-time calculation and a graphic presentation 
of the most important signals on the graphical terminals (Figure 2.1) we re condi
tional for the lung function technician to be able to judge whether maximal val
ues of several variables were obtained. 

Maximum flexibility in the software program was necessary to define an indi
vidual program ol measurements adapted to the specific conditions of apatient. 
This flexibility had to include the ability of the technician to change the selection 
afterwards and appended values from other measurements. 

The results of the measurements performed in the different rooms had to be 
presented alpha-numerically as weil as graphically in a final report. The connec
tion to the HlS delivered the general data concerning the patient. 
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Realization of the system 

At time of writing the system was composed of one central computer and seven 
satellite computers, each attached to the lung function equipment. The benefits 
of a centralized system were combined with those of several stand-alone sys

tems [431. 

H05piW 
Ttrmlnal 
Ne/wor/( 

Mrxtsm eonnecrion 10 fwo neI9hb{)u(inrJ~tr 
hO$pitals. 0 ~ 

Ou/·patlent departmani. 0 

Intensive Care deparlment 

Figure 2.1: 
Distdbuted Computer System of the Pulmonary Function Laboratory. 
DY: Floppy disk 1.5MB); GT: Graphic terminal; LK: Hard disks 140 MB); 
LP: Laser printer; L T: Matrix printer; PC: Personal Computer; 
RK: Hard disks 17.5 MB); RL: Hard disks 125 MB); VT: Video Terminal; 
LF: LFunct. Equipment; 11/23; 11/23 +; 11/73: POP-I I computers. 

The main advantages of this approach are: 
1. centralisation of expensive devices, databases, and software; 

2. gradual development of the system corresponding to the automation of new 

pulmonary function tests; 
3. expansion of the system dependent upon an increasing load on the pulmonary 

function laboratory as weil as on the development of new measurements; 
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4. parallel data processing of measurements in the satellites which guarantees a 

tast system response; 

5. a relatively modest central system; 

6. a relatively small vulnerability of the total system which guarantees a continu

ous service of the pulmonary function laboratory. During disorders and mainte

nance of the central system a satellite can be used as such, and during the 

breakdown of a satellite only one unit of lung function measurements is out of 

function without affecting the overall service of the laboratory. 

Commercially available hardware and system software we re selected as far as 

possible. 

Application software 
The programs were written in Fortran and for some special functions (e.g. Ana

log to Digital (A/D)-conversion) an assembler language was used. The software 

was structured in such a way th at it could be adapted to the changes in hard

ware and to the requirements of the software. 

Tabla 2.1: System File (see text). 

Item OpHons and settings 

General Version of system set-up, eurrenl data, last time Ihe system was used, baromelrÎc 
pressure, minÎma! and maximal aUowed laboratory numbers, current laboratory num· 
ber 

Allowed Programs 

HlS communication 

Follow-up 

Names of Ihe programs 

Us er name of the syslem, password of Ihe system, location code, 
session type (test/production), lagio-nags, time-out lIags 

last date when the major change in follow-up report was made 

The information concerning the system configuration is dafined at two levels. 

Firstly, the system file (Tabie 2.1) contains all the variables and settings that are 

common for all satellites, e.g. the barometric pressure and the settings for the 

communication with the HlS. Secondly, the satellite file (Tabla 2.2) contains the 

specific information lor each workstation, such as the type of computer hard

ware in the satellite and the identification of the lung function equipment con

nected to the satellite and the laboratory number of tha patient to be tested. The 

start-up procedure and the execution of the application programs ara adapted to 

the settings stored in the system file and the satellite file. Through information 

stored in these files, a mixture of different types of hardware is supported by the 
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software, which avoids the development ol specilic programs that are only va lid 
lor a specilic hardware conliguration. 

Table 2.2: Satellite File (see text). 

Item Options and settings 

Equipment set Several hmg funclion devices per sateUite 

Terminal type Graphic terminal tTeklronix 4025, VT240), alpha·numeric (\fT 100) 

Room number Room number whm Ihe salellite is loealed 

DeJaul! printer laser IlN·031, Maldx IMT 651 

Data switches NOImal, inverted 

AID convertor AID or AID and DIA 
progfamable gain, fixed gain 

Real·time doek ProgramabIe, fixed frequency 

Processor 11/03, 11/23, 11/73, INol floating point hardware 

AdditionaUy, a chaining lacility is supplied by the system software to enable a 
program to eaU another program directly without input Irom the laboratory te ch
nician. To avoid the need lor input ol already known data by the technician, a 
common area in the memory is used lor exchange ol variables between pro

grams. The chaining lacility is implemented at live levels. The lirst program in 
the chain has the highest level. When a program in the chain is started it, checks 
whether it has been activated by another program in the chain or by a technician. 

When it is activated Irom another program it checks whether it is called Irom a 
higher or a lower level. Then the program reads the data Irom the common area 
in the memory and controls whether it is started at its beg inning or at same 

other point. This latter option enables to use whole programs as subroutines in 
other programs. 

A maximal flexibility in the patient-computer-technician interaction was a main 

problem in the on-line automatic data processing. Function keys and a menu 
structure were used lor the communication between computer and technician. 
Parameters already known can be passed as much as possible Irom one program 

to another. Switches ol the lung lunetion equipment and a special switch panel 
are read by the program to activate options in the program. These switches con

trol the routine measurements. Moreover, special options can be activated tor 
research and debugging lacilities. Such a set-up requires minimum attention Irom 

the technician to the computer system during the measurements. 
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It is essential that all data stored in the HlS are correct. Therelore, the technician 
has many possibilities to correct earlier decisions and cancel or change variables. 
These alterations are a prerequisite lor an automated system to have a correct 
database. 

System hardware 

The hardware ol the system was based on LSI-11 processors (Digital Equipment 

Corp. MA USA). Standardization in the hospital was based on this type ol com
puter which lacilitated the start ol the automatic data processing (e.g. the trans
Ier ol olf-line programs Irom a remote computer to the new system ol the de
partment). The development was initiated with one stand-alone system incorpo
rating a mass storage device, a real-time clock, an AID converter, a digital input 
and output module, a printer and a graphical terminal. This system was used to 
demonstrate the leasibility ol the data processing according to the requirements 
as mentioned previously. Using the same structure lor the central computer and 
the satellites we could , the components necessary lor the real-time data acquisi
tion Irom the stand-alone system to the satellite, the stand-alone computer was 
upgraded to the central system. 

In the total network as presented in Figure 2.1, three lunetion levels can be dis
tinguished: 
1. The HlS consists ol a twin system (VAX 111785, Digital Equipment Corp. 

MA USA) with more than 800 terminals. It provides the general patient data 
to the LFIS lor integration with the measured lung lunction data. Moreover, 
the HlS is used lor long-time storage ol lung lunction data which must be 
available on-line. 

2. The central department computer lunctions mainly as a management com
puter lor all satellites. It contains those devices th at can be shared by the 
satellites. The system consists ol a processor (POP 11123), memory (32kW). 

background memory (25 Mb), console terminal (LA36). laser printer 
(LN03-plus). needie printer (MT 85) and communication lines to the HlS and 
to the satellites. 

3. The satellites handle the on-line and off-line program execution under direct 
control ol the lung lunction technician. The satellites contain the lacilities lor 
the AID conversion, the read·out ol equipment switch settings, and a high 
resolution graphic display (640*480 pixels). 

In principle these satellites contain no lacilities lor the storage ol programs and 
data. In the satellites the processors, the memory, the AID convertor, the real
time clock and the attached terminal are lrom different types. Although the satel
lites have prescribed tasks, their possibilities can be extended with special lunc
tions such as a DIA convertor and a Iloppy-disk drive. One ol the satellites, 
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number 6, is used for olf-line activities (e.g. for the administration desk and for 
program development). It also functions as a back-up system for the central com

puter. This satellite is equipped with alocal Winchester disk (COC-Lark, 

20Mbyte) and a magnetic tape (Cipher 89t-2)_ Additionally, a personal computer 

(PC) is connected to it. Mainly th is PC is in use for exchange of files, text pro
cessing and statistical analysis. 

System software. 

The system-software is based on commercially available packages. Basically it is 

a single-user, real-time operating system with a foreground-to-background moni
tor (RT-tt, Digital Equipment Corp., MA, USA). On top of this the STAR-11 

(Hammond Software, Göttingen, Germany) package is run. In the host, STAR-tt 

handles in the foreground the communication with the satellites, while the back
ground can be used for application programs or software cache. A maximum of 
16 satellite systems can be served by this operating system. At the time of wri
ting we had connected seven systems. In each satellite at least one RT-tt 

work-place is created. By means of the system software SHARE-tt (Hammond 

Software) a multi-user environment was created in satellite number 6. As pointed 

out earlier, this satellite is used for none-time critical functions. Finally, satellite 7 

can, be used as a stand-alone system or as a satellite. 

Organization of Data Acquisition 

The patient routine measurements, administration and patient-linked research at 
the pulmonary function laboratory, are reviewed in Figure 2.2. On arrival the 
patient is registered in the laboratory system and a laboratory number is given as 

a reference for all measurements to be performed. Then, the patient data are 
re ad from the HlS and stored as a patient file in the laboratory system. When no 
patient data are available from the HlS a local input is made. Information that is 

important for the lung function tests and the final report, such as the anthropo
metric data of the patient, the preliminary diagnosis and the name of the physi
cian who requested the tests, are added to the HlS data. When the patient has 
been tested previously, Ihe essential information for the performance of the next 

testing is automatically transferred from the HlS to the laboratory system. Such 
information indicates the presence of spirometry-induced asthma, the necessity 

of using the arm span as a measure for length for patients with scoliosis, the 
level of cooperation of the patient, and any language problems. The information 

that is important for the next test is indicated and stored in the HlS. 

Furthermore, during the measurements the patient file in the laboratory computer 

is updated with the information for financial administration and workload regis

tration. 
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A broad spectrum of programs is implemented in the laboratory system. These 

are used for either clinical routine or research, e.g. spirometry, flow-volume, 

body plethysmography, capnography, compfiance, exercise testing, ventilatory 

G02-sensitivity, hyperventilation provocation testing, single breath diffusing ca

pacity for GO (DL GO) and rebreathing DLGO. The on-line and off-fine programs 

can be performed in different rooms and different sequences. The sampled sig

nals and Ihe calculated data, relevant for the technician to guide the patient 

through the measurements, are displayed on the graphical terminal. 

I PULMONARY FUNCTION I I HlS I 

REGISTRATION 

! 
MEASUREMENTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
CLINICAL ROUTINE 

flow-volume, spfromelry, 
bodyplelhysmography. 
capnography, compHance, 
exercise lesUng, 
venlilalory CO2'sensitivity, 
hypervenlilation provocation, 
single breath DLCO, 
rebreathing DLCO . 
. , ................ -, ... " ..... , ........... 

CLINICAL RESEARCH 

Several paUen! linked research projects. 

J. 
ADMINISTRATION FUNCTION 
...................... , ................... 

Hnal lung funclion report 
(numericaI and Qraphics). 

follow-up. 
storage of data 
financial management (billing). 
workload registration 

Figure 2.2: 
Organization of data acquisition and linancial and administrative procedures at the Pul· 
monary Function Laboratory. 
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During the measurements the values obtained are cam pa red with their reference 

values. Each computer program creates at least two files. One binary file is used 

to store all sampled data together with a logging of activities undertaken by the 

technician for the technical control of the measurement process. Storage of the 

signals and the logging enable an oft-line recalculation. In addition, the stored 

signals can be used for specific research projects. In the second binary file, the 

result file, the calculated data, which will be integrated in the final report, are 

stored. Moreover, additional files can be created either for additional calculations 

and research purposes or for integration of graphics information in the final lung 

function report. 

Maximal accuracy and reliability guarantee long-term use of the database and, 

therefore, corrections of the measured data have to be done before the final lung 

function report is printed. All programs for on-line data acquisition in routine lung 

function have an additional oft-line program for processing hand-measured func

tions either to change or to delete values obtained on-line. Selection and rejection 

of manoeuvres and calculated data can be done during and at the end of the 

series of measurements. The various decisions made by the technician are sup

ported by the program. The technician can always overrule the computer. 

In the final lung function report, the results of the lung function tests are com

pared with their reference values. The interpretation of the data can be typed by 

the secretary through a standard text processor and can be included in the final 

report. When necessary the values of the previous tests are re ad from the HlS, 

linked up with the new data and generated into a follow-up, graphically 

presented over a time span of 1, 5 or 10 years. Some variables are presented as 

a percentage of their reference values (Figure 2.3a), other data are plotted in 

absolute values (Figure 2.3bl. The eftects of a bronchodilator are also indicated. 

Finally, the measured values are authorized and stored in the HlS. In addition, 

the workload registration and the financial administration is transferred via the 

HlS. 
Each morning a backup of the result files of the preceding dav is made on an

other disk. The other files are also copied to another disk and removed from the 

routine disk. These files are only sta red for one dav. A difterent procedure can be 

followed for special research measurements; these files could be copied to a 

special disk or a magnetic tape for further analysis at a later date. 
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Figure 2.3: 
Follow-up reports. 
a. This fol/ow-up report represents the change of the Forced Expiratory Volume in Dne 

second (FEV,I and Vital Capacity (VCI and the changes af ter medication with a 
bronchodilator. Data are given in percentage of the re/erence values. 

b. This fol/ow-up report represents the absolute values of Total Lung Capacity {TLCl, 
Functional Residua/ Capacity {FRCI and Residua/ Capacity {RVI together with the 
reference values and (he standard deviation for the last measurement. 
The x-axis can be plotted over a time period of 11 5 or 10 years. 
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RESULTS 

The automatic data processing in the lung function laboratory resulted in an in

crease in quantity and an improvement in quality of the lung function tests. 

Inerease in quantity 

Ta estimate the gain of time by the automatic data processing with respect to 

the conventional situations, we have calculated the time necessary for the per

formance of measurements and data analysis for three situations: 

1. in the conventional situation where the technician had to do all data process

ing by hand, including the writing of the final results in a final pre-printed re

port. 

2. at the first stage of automatic data processing in which the raw data of the 

measurements were calculated oft-line and automatically printed in a final 

report, including comparison with re fe ren ce values. 

3. utilizing full on-line data processing from measurements to the final report. 

Table 2.3 shows the increase in capacity, as related to the automatic data pro

cessing, for the set of four measurements that are performed most frequently. 

The number of tests performed on patients is normalized with respect to the 

number of spirometrie measurements executed annually. The weight factor is the 

number found by dividing the total number of measurements of each type by the 

number of spirometry measurements, which was 3500 in 1987. Thus, the num

ber of CO-diftusion determinations was 0.17 • 3500 = 600. The measurements 

and the calculation time we re connected to the weight factors to get a weighted 

gain of time for the four types of lung function tests. Thus the real measurement 

time for a CO-diftusion measurement was 5.1/0.17 min = 30 min. In 1974 the 

total number of lung function tests was 12,543 performed with five technicians. 

In 1987 the number was 19,540 performed with 5.8 technicians. 

The time for measurements is equal for the three situations, and is largely in

fluenced by the degree of iIIness, intelligence and cooperation of the patient and 

by any language problems th at may arise. 

The time values in Table 2.3 were obtained from the information given by five 

technicians, and the analysis of the production per technician over a few months 

in all situations. Our estimation of a gain of about 35% (86.3/64.1) by oft-line 

data processing with respect to the conventional situation is in agreement with 

that of Protti et al. (11). The numbers indicate a further gain to more than 66% 

(86.3/51.8) when using on-line data processing. The total number of tests per

formed at the laboratory is another indication for the gain of quantity. Since 

1974 the profit in the number of tests is 34% when normalized per technician. 
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This number is the overall result of the laboratory, which is smaller than the pro

fit of about 60% in the spirometry of Table 2.3. These difterences are due to: 

1. correction in the gain by on-line data processing of activities other than lung 

function testing per se, whereas no such correction is present in the increase 

of the number of tests. 

2. introduction of other tests since 1974, such as body plethysmography, exer

cise testing, C02-response measurements. 

3. use of another type of bronchodilator, which resulted in an increase in mea

surement time of 10-1 5 minutes because of the greater time delay between 

administration to a patient and the measurement of the reaction. 

4. execution of measurements for special research projects, which we re not per

formed before that time. In tests with time-consuming data analysis, such as 

compliance and body plethysmography, the profit in time is much larger when 

using on-line data processing. 

Table 2.3: Gain of time due to automatic data processing (ADP). 

Weighted time for calculation and reports 

Typ,,1 Weight factor Weighted lime Conventional QH·line On·lioe 
Measuremenl lor for measure· Itechnicianl IAOI') IAOI') 

measuremenls men Is 
{minfpatienH (min/palien!) (min/patient) 

Spirometry 1.00 15. 20. la. 5. 

Spiromelry 2.9 

after medication 57.00 8.6 11.4 5.7 

Residual volume 57.00 11.4 11.4 5.7 2.9 

CO·diffusion 17.00 5.1 3.4 2.6 0.9 

40.1 46.2 24. 11.7 

T olal time including 
measuremenl time 86.3 64.1 51.8 

Oecrease in workload trom conventionallo off·line ADP: 0.74 
olf·line AOP 10 on·lineAOP: 0.81 
conventionallo on·lioe ADP: 0.60 

Improvement in quality 
The oft-line automatic data processing eliminated incidental miscalculations by 

hand. The on-line data processing also diminished the inaccuracies in the sam

pling of the analogue signal, which was performed by measuring the deflections 

on the recording paper of the spirometer and other devices by hand. In addition, 

there is a standardization in the analysis of, for example, the starting point of the 
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Forced Expiratory Volume in 1 second (FEV,I manoeuvre and the calculation of 

O2 uptake by regression analysis on successive end-expiratory levels from the 

spirogram. On-fine data processing implied correction of signals for different 

types of drift in different types of tests, e.g. slow-pressure drift and temperature 

drift. The integration of information from different measurements, and the pre

sentation of data together with the reference values (Figure 2.41 enable a better 

interpretation of the results. By hand this would cause a significant increase in 

time, (not included in Table 2.3). The same holds for the generation of the 

follow-up report (Figure 2.3a and bi. 

Measutoo 
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Figure 2.4: 
A forced expiratory flow-volume curve of a patient is presented in combination with Us 
reference curve. The curves are plotted 'Volume-based' starting at measured TLC Iby 
spirometry) and reference TiC, respectively. + indicates ihe FEV, . 

An additional result of the automatic data processing is the introduction of new 

measurement techniques that otherwise could not be applied routinely and which 

improve the diagnosis. Examples are the on-line calculation of the effective air

way resistance in body plethysmography (44, 45), the use of parameter estima

tion techniques based on model simulations [461, and the analysis of the 

capnography signal, not only against time but also against volume [47). 

Finally, most values of the different manoeuvres are given on-fine to the tech

nician. Formerly, the technician had to calculate the values by hand between the 

different manoeuvres to decide whether to stop the measurements or continue to 
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obtain maximal values. The automatic data processing allows the technician to 

pav more attention to the patient. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The benefits obtained from the computerized svstem are: an improved accu ra cv 
and precision of observations and results, the standardization of terminologv and 

format, increased accessibilitv and availabilitv of patient data, a reduction in ob

server variation, the provision of individual patient records with multiple observa

tions in a manageable farm and an improved legibilitv of the patients data report. 

Moreover, the data stored in the HlS could be used for a wide range of adminis

trative needs, e.g. billing, status reporting and the provision of basic data for the 

follow-up. The lung function laboratorv is responsible for the consistencv of the 

data stored in the HlS. The HlS guarantees areliabie storage of data. Moreover, 

a back-up is made of the data on a separate disk at the laboratorv. 

The introduction of off-line automatic data processing has as its main effect 

an increase in capacitv against minimal costs. The additional implementation of 

on-line rea I-time automatic data processing resulted in a further improvement in 

capacitv, but mainlv it improved the qualitv of measurements and enabled the 

introduction of new measurement techniques, which could not be performed 

otherwise. The presentation of measured values and the reference values in one 

figure improved the interpretation of the lung function tests. 

The vulnerabilitv of the LFIS appeared to be minimal due to the decentralized 

svstem approach. The central department computer, which is used bV all 

satellites, was kept as simple as possible. Therefore, the risk of breakdown was 

reduced. If the centra I svstem could not be used because of technicalor mainte

nance problems, one of the satellites took over its function and at least three 

laboratorv rooms could remain in routine use. The interchangeabilitv of the svs

tem components influenced the reliabilitv of the svstem as a whole in a positive 

sense. Down-time due to problems in one of the satellites or cable problems will 

onlV affect the satellite involved. In case of severe problems in the host svstem, 

it takes 10 min to restart the network with satellite no. 6 as the new host svs

tem. Through the decentralized svstem approach, instead of one central com

puter, it was possible to enlarge the automatic data processing more easilv and 

to follow the newest technologv for the additional satellites. In our set-up we 

made use of the micro-processor (POP 11/23, Oigital Equipment Corporation, 

MA, USA). Programs are available on certain conditions and after mutual consul

tation. At the moment the new developments are based on personal computers 

and programmed in Pascal. In the near future the whole svstem set-up will be 
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converted to PC-based systems and Ethernet cabling. 
In 1988 approximately 20,000 lung lunetion measurements we re perlormed 

on about 4000 patients. Lung lunetion equipment ol different manulacturers was 
used because ol the changing demand with respect to specilications and be
cause ol the time differences in the purchase ol the equipments. 

In contrast to other reports (15, 18), in our opinion the technician must be 
specially trained il automatic data processing is introduced, as they have a higher 
level ol responsibility. Because the results ol the measurements become available 
on·line, the technician has to decide during the tests whether to go on with the 
measurement, to go to the next measurement or to stop. In addition, the techni
cians have to understand at least the principles ol automatic data processing to 
be able to judge the results given by the computer systems and to be able to see 
whether the hardware or software lunctions satislactorily. 

The multiprocessor network, integrated at the department level and hospital 
level, resulted in ailexibie and reliable system. The success ol the developed 
system was partly due to the attention given to the pitfalls in developing a sys
tem, as summarized by Friedman et al.(48). There has been astrong interaction 
between the physicians, the lung lunetion technicians and computer experts. A 
division of the projects to clearly separated parts has given well-defined results 
for the department. By the purchase of commercial parts as far as possible, we 
could limit ourselves to those problems specific to the processing of lung func
ti on data. In addition the hospital management has supported the project to a 
large extent and continues to do so. Ta guarantee optimal use of automatic data 
processing, it must always be possible to change the programs to test and intro
duce new techniques, that follow new medical insights, and take up new de
mands from the department. This is essential especially in an academie environ

ment. 





APPENDIX 

The data processing des cri bed in this chapter rellects the situation in 1990. This 
appendix serves to present an update ol the ADP at the lung lunction laboratory. 
Since 1990 the mutual communication between computers has been improved 
by availability ol new hardware and software lor network communication. Fur
thermore, with the introduction ol personal computers last data processing be
came available against low costs. This induced many new technical develo
pments such as program development tools and new display techniques. More
over, many commercially available programs, such as lor text processing and 
statistics, became available to the personal desk. 

DATA COMMUNICATION: HlS 

The development ol new hardware and communication software enabled the 
transmission ol data over large distances at higher speed, and connections via 
the network between many computers. Such achievements did not only affect 
the data communication at the lung lunction laboratory, but also inlluenced the 
data communication in the university hospita I in genera!. 
A simplilied scheme ol this network is given in Figure 2.A 1. The serial lines are 
the oldest communication lines lor selected and authorized access ol local users 
to the hospita I inlormation system (HlS). Nowadays, their simple alpha/numerical 
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terminals are connected to the central HlS computers via terminal server connec
tions and a local area network ol the hospital (HlS-LAM. Other local users have a 
personal computer which is directly connected to the local area network (PC
LAM. These users can also have selected and authorized access to the HlS. 
About 1700 terminals in the hospital are directly connected to the HIS-LAN by 
means ol the conventional serial communication. About 1200 PC-based work
stations are connected via the PC-LAN. Now, there is a continuous replacement 
of terminals by PC-based systems. 

loeal users 
on 

HlS-Computers 

serinl lines ---, __ -, 

local users 
on 

ethemet 

Figure 2.A 1,' 

Router 

HUrJ----iPC_UN 
~u'" 

F/RE /YALL 

-EUR 
-INTERNET 

A schema tic view showing the network fac/ïities at the Un/vers/fy Hospital. Local users 
on seriallines have connection to the HlS computers on/y, while local users on PC~LAN 
can have access to the HlS computers as weil as to dedicated computers (servers) and 
facilities outside the hospita!. Local users are connected via multiple terminal server or 
one or more eleetronic devices such as, HUB, bridge or router connected to the systems. 
Connections between the HIS-LAN, PC-LAN, onco/ogy hospital IDDHK), and via a fire 
wall to external systems such as, the Erasmus University (EUR) and other systems via 
Internet. 

Both the HIS-LAN a nd PC-LAN have connections to different locations in the 
Dijkzigt Hospital, Sophia Children's Hospital and Daniel den Hoed Cancer Centre. 
Connections between the HIS-LAN and PC-LAN enable the interchange of infor
mation between both systems. Most essential connections are made twolold via 
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different paths, which guarantee aconnection between different locations, when 

one of the connections is broken. Via a fire wall a connection is provided with 

the Wide Area Network outside the hospital, e.g. to the medical faculty, library 

and Internet. The fire wall watches over the communication into and out of the 

hospita!. 

DATA COMMUNICATION LUNG FUNCTION 

In 1990 each satellite computer at the pulmonary function laboratory was con

nected to the central computer of the laboratory. These satellite computers pro

cessed the measurement data at the laboratory and stored the results in the cen

tral computer. Via aserial connection (1200 baud) information was exchanged 

with the Hospital Information System (HlS). After a transition period, since 1994 

only PC based systems are used as loc al workstations. With respect to the earlier 

monochrome terminals the new computers have better and faster display tech

niques, which improve the interaction between user and computer. The introduc

tion of fast communication lines facilitated faster and more redundant communi

cation between computers at different locations in the University Hospital Rotter

dam, consisting of the Sophia Children's Hospital, Dijkzigt Hospital and Daniel 

den Hoed Cancer Centre. Maximal 50 users at the same time can have access to 

each of the fileservers of the lung function laboratory (Figure 2.A2). One file

server system (FS 1) handles not only the measurement data of the lung function 

workstations in the Dijkzigt Hospital, but also those of the Sophia Children's 

Hospita!. This data acquisition will be extended to the lung function laboratory in 

the Daniel den Hoed Cancer Centre. The FS 1 provides a central storage of data 

and programs. ft consists of a twin computer system which guarantees a conti

nuous service when one of these systems is broken. 
Recently the electronic storage of selected bronchoscopie images, a subsequent 

editing process, and a voice-over commentary is implemented for the department 

of pulmonary diseases. This application is multi-media oriented and based on the 

software for the audio-pictorial endoscopy reporting system[491 and adapted for 

bronchoscopie measurements by the electronic data processing department. The 

second fileserver (FS2) handles the storage of these images and the disposal to 

local users in the hospita!. A third fileserver (FS3) is in use for all data processing 

which is not directly concerning patient care. This system is used for program 

development, administration, research projects, text processing and many other 

software programs. 

Mainly custom-made lung function equipment is connected to the network, but 

with the increasing availability of commercial lung function equipment with incor-
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porated automatic data processing, the lung function network will change to a 
conglomerate of equipment in which the data are combined to one patient re

cord. 

PC-LAN 

Workstatlons 

Figufe 2.A2: 
A schema tic view showing the network faci/ilies at (he department of pulmonary dis· 
eases. The FSI and FS2 systems are used for paNent care at the fung function depart
ments (FSII in the thfee locations: Sophia Children's Hospital, Oijkzigt Hospital and 
Daniel den Hoed Caneer Centre and fOf storage of images (FS2) measured with (he bron
choscope at Dijkzigt. FS3 is used for ather types of data processing, such as for re
search, administration and program development. These systems and local users on the 
lung function department are mutually connected via a coax repealer and bridge con
nected to the lest of (he PC-LAN. Far fUf/her explanation, see text. 

PATIENT RECORD 

Each patient receives a unique patient identification (PlO) number. In a computer
based patient record, identified by this PlO number, information on medical inves

tigations are stored. In the central computer of the HlS the majority of patient 
information (medical and administrative) is sta red together with links to other 
computers, where additional information on the patient can be found. Sa, when a 

physician in the hospital is connected to the HlS via a login procedure, she/he 
can receive information about all kinds of data of a specific patient. For instanee, 
the retrieval of lung function data via the HlS will need aconnection to the local 
fileserver at the lung function laboratory wh ere these specific data of the patient 
are stored. This facility is only available to local users who are attached to the 

PC-LAN. Up to now, the simple terminals are mostly distributed widely and not 
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every department has access to the PC-LAN, but more and more access to the 
PC-LAN will be available at every site in the hospital. 
Because of the many advantages of a computer-based record over a paper-based 
record[501 a proper storage and handling of all patient data generated throughout 
the hospital and even outside will be of growing importance. 
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THE SERlAL lUNG MODEL 
FOR SIMUlATION AND PARAMETER ESTIMATION 

IN BODY PlETHYSMOGRAPHY 
AFM Verbraak, JMB Bogaard, JEW Beneken, E Hoorn, AVersprilie 

INTRODUCTION 

A direct calculation of airway resistance from driving pressure and airflow was 

enabled by body plethysmography. Because the difference bet ween the volume 

displacement at the mouth and the simultaneous change in chest volume is 

caused by compression or expansion of intra thoracic gas, the plethysmograph 

can be used for measurements of thoracic gas volume and the alveolar pressure 

(PA) inside the thorax. In 1956, et al.(511. re-established the methad for clinical 

routine. 

By plotting PA against simultaneously measured flow at the mouth (V'm), a 

pressure-flow loop was obtained. Only when PA and V'm yield a linear relationship 

the airway resistance (R) can be derived directly according to Ohm's law 

R ~ PA / V'm , where the ambient pressure is reset to zero. However, for different 

types of pulmonary pathology, non-linearities were found between PA and V'm' 

not permitting such a direct derivation of R. 

Matthys et al.(52J made a classification of patterns that we re caused by 

different distributions of elastic and resistive properties of the lung, and by the 

pressure and flow differences in different parts of the lung. 

Usually, estimates of airway resistance we re obtained graphically from the 

body plethysmographic pressure-flow diagrams. Reinert et al.[53J restricted their 

analysis to the linear parts of pressure-flow curves. Ulmer et al.[54J estimated 
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airway resistance from a few discrete data, as e.g. total resistance (R,), which is 

calculated from the line through the two extreme values of pressure in the 

inspiratory and expiratory part of the curve and from lines through mean pres su re 

points at flow rates of 0.5 L.s' during inspiration and expiration [55]. In 1975 

Smidt et al.[56J proposed to calculate an effective flow resistance variabie (R,It), 

which was related to the dissipation of energy during the whole respiratory 

cycle. R'f1 was defined as the integral of pressure times volume increments 

divided by the integral of flow times volume increments. This variabie was com· 

parabie with the effective resistance as defined in alternating current theory. Hol· 

land et al.[45J showed that R,It was almost independent of those errors in PA' 
which were associated with differences in humidity and temperature bet ween 

inspired and expired air. 

System identification and parameter estimation on the input·output data 

receive increasing acceptance in physiological research [57J. Until now only a 

few papers in the field of body plethysmography dealt with modelling techniques 

to estimate the physiological variables describing lung mechanics. Banerjee et 

al.[58] and Cettl et al.[59J attributed the degree of looping of the PA . V'm pat

terns to parallel in homogeneity and modelled it by two RC-branches in parallel, 

as described by Otis et al.[60J. Another group of authors [61-64J modelled a 

serial in homogeneity, describing the lung as an alveolar compartment, lower and 

upper airways and a compliant element in between, allowing a simulation of air

way compression during expiration. The serial model of Feinberg et al.[62J was 

based on a comprehensive mathematical basis, rather than on a physiologically 

well-defined lung model to obtain a quantitative indication of various aspects of 

lung mechanics. An estimation routine fitted the model to the data, obtained du

ring panting. Golden et al.[64J used the same type of model with a restricted 

number of parameters. From this restricted model they derived a selected set of 

parameters from the measured signais, obtained during panting. 

The serial models published so far are dependent on panting manoeuvres to 

approximate a constant lung volume during the measurements. We extended the 

lung model described by Golden et al.[64], with lung compliance dependent on 

lung volume, to adapt it to the circumstances of normal breathing. Additionally, 

we have improved the model by giving a better physiological basis for the 

compressible element based on more recent publications. Furthermore, we 

evaluated the sensitivity and the uniqueness of the estimated parameters and the 

influence of noise. 
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THEORY AND METHODS 

The seriallung model 

For the definition of the model the functional approach of Golden et al. [641 was 
used. The model [Figure 3.1) was restricted to serial in homogeneity with respect 
to bath resistance and elastic properties of the airways. All alveoli were lumped 
to one compartment [VA). which was connected to ambient air by a tube 

representing the lumped airways. This tube consisted of three parts in series: one 
for the small airways, a compressible element in between, and one for the upper 

airways. 

Figure 3.1: 
The seriallung model. 
For explanation of the different variables see list of symbols and lext. 

The alveolar compartment and the intrapulmonary airways were influenced by 
the intra thoracic pressure, which was equal to pleural pressure (Pp ,)' Golden et 
al. [641 assumed lung recoil pressure (P,) to be constant because of the sm all 

lung volume changes during the panting manoeuvres. The elastic properties we re 
modelled such that P, increased when alveolar volume (VA) increased. 
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In the range ol normal breathing we assumed that the increase ol P, against the 
change in alveolar volume yields: 

where: 
C, 
Pl,FRCfOJ 

t = 0 
V'Alo) 

P,(t) = P"Me(O) + ~fV 'A(T)61' 
l 

Jung camp/iance, in L.kPa", 

(3.1 ) 

P at funetional residual eapaeity IFRCj, whieh is the lung volume at the end 
of norroal expiration, and (hus at the beginning of norma! inspiration, in kPa 
moment at which inspiration starts, in s 
flow into the alveolar compartment at time t = 0; giving inspiratory vo
lume at any value of t by integration, in L.s" 

In the case ol norm al breathing, as in our model, the magnitude ol the Ilow is 
such that the pressure drop produced by convective acceleration can be 
neglected, and so airway pressure at different sites in the airways is assumed to 
be a lunction ol Irictional pressure loss only. 

Airway resistances 
The resistance ol the upper airways (Rul was modelled as a rigid part. Ru included 
a Ilow-dependent term, and was expressed by the "Rohrer equation" (65): 

(3.2) 

where: 
Pu pressure drop in the upper airways, in kPa 
K, factor re/aled (0 the pressure drop due to !aminar flow in the upper airways, 

in kPa.s.C' 
K2 factor re/a led to the pressure drop due to turbulent flow in the upper air· 

ways, in kPa.s2,C2 

V'm flow at the mouth ,in L.s" 

The resistance ol the small airways R, was assumed to be constant and we 
neglected the inlluence ol the lung volume changes during the breathing manoeu
vre at volumes above FRC. Based on the dimensions ol these airways a Poiseuille 
Ilow was assumed. So, the linear pressure drop (P,) in these airways is given by 

(3.3) 

where: 
Rs resistance 0/ Ihe smal! airways, in kPa.s.L" 

The resistance ol the compressible element represented the resistance in those 
airway generations, which are susceptible to the changes in transmural pressure 
(P1m) being the difference between intra bronchial and pleural pressure. The 
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lunctional behaviour ol the compressible element was modelled as a nonlinear 
relationship bet ween P'm and its cross-sectional area. PCm ol the compressible 
element was located between this element and the small airways and was assu
med to be the same over the whole element. Furthermore, a constant length and 
an equal cross-sectional area over its length is assumed. Thus, the cross-secti
onal area can be expressed in terms ol volume (V,). Assuming a laminar Ilow the 
resistance in a tube ol constant diameter (r) and length will be proportional to 
111' and thus to 1 IV:. Vc was normalised to the maximum volume (V'N) ol the 
compressible element lor the normal lung, having a recoil pressure ol 0.5 kPa at 
FRC level. 

The largest changes in volume will occur lor changes in P Cm around zero. The 
site in the element where P Cm equals zero is called the equal pressure point (EP?), 

[66, 67J. The location ol the EPP depends on the elasticity ol the lung and the 
small airway resistance (R,). 

This dependenee is described by equations [3.4-3.71. 

wh ere: 
P,,Ixl 
Ppf 

[3.4) 

intra bronchial pressure as function of the location x in the airways, in kPa 
pleural pressure, in kPa 

II during breathing eqn. 3.3 is valid then: 

where: 
Rs(x) 

Pb,(x) = PA + Rs(X)V 'A (3.5) 

cumulated airway resistance trom the a/veo/us to the location x in the air~ 
ways, in kPa.C'.s 

PpJ is the sum ol recoil pressure (P,) and alveolar (PA): 

Ppl = PL + PA (3.6) 

From eqns. 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6: 

P,m(x) = PL + R/x)V 'A (3.7) 

EPP will be lound at the location x where P,m(x) = O. Then the driving pressure 
lor the Ilow is given by P, and is determined by the small airway resistance 
(R,(x)). This means that the EPP is shifted upstream or downstream, dependent 
on reeoU pressure and/or smal! airway resistance. 

The stillness ol airways increases Irom the alveoli towards the mouth [68]. The 
model described neither the location ol the EPP within the tapered serial system 
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with gradually changing R, in detail, nor the dependenee ol the airway 
complianee on generation number. Therelore, it was necessary to lind another 
solution lor the modelling ol the changing properties ol the compressible element 
in dependenee on the location (x) ol the EPP. A low P, means a more peripheral 
located and less still compressible element with a larger volume at maximal 
distension. Therelore, we modelled the elastic properties ol the compressible 
element in dependenee on the P, values. 
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Figure 3.2: 
The re/ation between Ihe normalized volume of the compressible segment (Vc / Vc,.) and 
the transmural pressure (Ptd with the lung reeoil pressure as parameter. For symbols see 
list of symbols and text. 

The mathematical description ol the volume behaviour ol the compressible 
element in terms ol Ptm (Figure 3.2) is as lollows: 

Ve 
(P1m ) 

Ptm"?Ptms S - ~X[0.6) P'm, (3.8a) 
Vc 1.2 S 

N 

Ve 
( ptm ) 

Ptm<Ptms 
0.3X[0.6) -P"", (3.8b) 

VeN S 
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PIm, = 0.15 + O.05PL (3.9a) 

S = 1.25 - (3.9b) 

where: 
S an auxiliary variabIe to optimize calculations. 

The equations (3.8a-3.9b) describe the relationship between the transmural 

pressure over the compressible element and the volume of this element, with 

lung recoil pressure as a parameter. These relationships are adapted from 

literature and have been based on measurements in dogs and extrapolated to 

humans (69-721. For mathematical convenience the curves were considered to 

be sigmoidal and split up into an upper and a lower part with an intersection at 

Ptm = Ptms I where Ptms is the point of curvature. Ptms depends on lung reeoil 

pressure (eq. 3.9a). A continuous set of curves was used over the whole range 

of statie lung recoil pressure values. The volume of the compressible element 

(V,o) at maximal transmural pressure for Pi = 0.5 kPa was chosen as 0.125 L 

and the resistance of the compressible airways R,o was chosen as 0.06 kPa.s.L·', 

as an estimate for the airway generations 2 to 10 (681. The choice of these 

generations within the 23 generations of the bronchial tree is also based on the 

experimental evidence for the location of the EPP. In Figure 3.2 the normalised 

values of Vc are plotted against Ptm for three values of Pi (0.2, 0.5 and 0.9). 

The flow at the mouth is dependent on the small airway resistance (R,), the 

resistance of the compressible element (R), the upper airway resistance (Rul and 

alveolar, pleural and recoil pressure (PA' Pp, and Pi)' For the complete mathemati

cal description of the lung model with a compressible element, lung model 1, is 

represented by the following equations, which can be derived: 

Model-I: 

(3.10) 

(3.11 ) 

(3.12) 

R = RiV,or 
C 'V 

C 

(3.13) 

where: 
Re resistance of (he compressible element, in kPa.s.C I 

V, volume of the compressible element, in L 
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R,o defines the overal! magnitude of R" 
Voo determines the relative volume of the compressible element at which 

R, wil! be of influence. 

Vc(f) = Vc(O) + J (V'm - V 'A)ilr (3.14) 
T~O 

(3.15) 

(3.8a-3.9b) 

where: 
V'A flow info the a/veo/ar compartment, in L,s", 
V'm flow at (he mouth, in L.s" 
R~' Pu' K, and K2 are the model parameters. 

Simplilied models 

In cases where the influenee ol eompressibility ol the airways eould be 

negleeted. e.g. stiff lungs and normal lungs at low flow, simpier models we re 

used with a restrieted number of parameters if eompared with the basic model. 

Models 2, 3 and 4 were delined by an absence ol eompressibility and different 

dominant properties determining the behaviour ol model-l . 

Model-2: 
A linear resistanee parameter (K3 (kPa .. s.L-')) lor inspiration and expiration is 

introdueed: 

(3.16) 

Model-3: 
Different linear resistanees parameters (K,.K, (kPa.s.L·')) lor inspiration and ex

piration are intradueed: 

PA.;n = K, V ·m.;n (3.17) 

where: 
PA,in: a/veo/ar pressure during inspiration, in kPa 
PA,e~: a/veo/ar pressure during expiration, in kPa 
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Madel-4: 
Different linear and turbulent re si stance parameters IK" K, (kPa.s.L-')) and (K"K9 

IkPa.s'.L·')) are used lor inspiration and expiration, respectively: 

P = KV' + KV ,2 
AJn 6 m,in 8 m,in (3.20) 

(3.19) 

Parameter estimation 
The parameter estimation technique and the simulation ol the serial lung model 
were connected in the way indicated in Figure 3.3. With the serial lung model 
Isimulation) an output signal (V'm) was calculated lor a given PA' Based on the 

same stimulus PA and with use ol one ol the described mathematical models 11, 
2, 3 or 4) the computer calculated lestimation) a predicted response (V'p"d) lor a 
given set of start parameters. Then, a new set of parameters was computed to 

reduce the difference in square error (EE) between V~"d and the known V;". This 
was continued either lor a maximal predelined number ol 20 iterations or lor a 
smaller number when the difference in EE between the two responses was redu

ced below 0.0001. 

For the parameter estimation technique the Marquardt algorithm [731 was 
applied, which is a modilied Gauss-Newton algorithm. The loss lunction EE ~ 

rV'p"d' V'n/ was minimised. With the Marquardt algorithm the step size ol each 
adjustment can be inlluenced by means ol a lactor Jl. By changing Jl after each 

iteration it was possible to control dynamically the convergence ol the estimation 
(Jl ~ 0, Gauss Newton; Jl ~ ~ steepest descent with step size zero). At the start 
ol the estimation Jl was set at 0.1. 1I the error was smaller in the next iteration, 
Jl was adjusted to 0.4 Jl , and il the error was larger the last iteration was 

repeated after Jl was changed to 10 Jl. The two lactors 0.4 and 10 we re lound 
empirically. 

Farcing the serial model with simulated signals 
First the serial model was stimulated by a sinusoidally changing PA' Because ol 
unequal inspiratory and expiratory resistances (models 1, 3 and 4) the sinusoidal 
alveolar pressure curve had to be corrected to minimise the difference (Ll V) 
between the lung volume at the start (0 ~ 0) and that at the end (0 ~ t) ol the 
simulated respiratory cyale below 0.01 in Litre. The change in lung volume, Ll V, 

between start and end ol the respiratory cyale was lound Irom the value 
obtained after integration ol the output V'm over the whole respiratory cycle. The 
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minimisation ol L1 V was realised by the introduction ol an offset in the zero line 
ol the sinusoidal alveolar pressure signal. 

A higher expiratory than inspiratory resistanee needed a shift ol the zero line 
into the direction ol the inspiratory pressure curve, giving a larger amplitude and 
duration ol the expiratory pressure curve. For the inspiratory part ol the curve 

the opposite changes occurred. The offset in the zero line was ealeulated Irom 
the volume shilt L1 V and the overall resistanee R.1f [45J, by an iterative proeess . 

. _.-._.-
YI'I UrJMATlQN 

ADJUSWVff fUNeno.v 

Figure 3.3: 
The parameter estimation process, for explanation see text. 

Choice of parameters for testing the simulation 

The parameter values lor model·1 we re divided into live classes: the normal lung 
(AA, the emphysematous lung (E), the libratie lung (A, the asthmatie lung (A) and 
the lung with a large inerease in upper airway resistanee (V). The eharaeteristie 
values lor the varia us parameters were ehosen Irom reviews ol pulmonary 
pathophysiology [60, 61, 74, 75), and those lor upper airway resistanee lor 
elass U were derived Irom a group ol patients with bilateral vocal eord paralysis 
(76). 

Table 3.1 
Values for the parameters (K,; K2 ; R,; P,) and lung eompliance C for the different 
groups N E F A and U , , , 

K, KJ R, PUIlt CVIIC 

N 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.5 2.0 

E 0.05 0.02 0.3 0.1 5.0 

F 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.9 1.0 

A 0.1 0.06 0.3 0.5 2.0 

IJ 0.29 4.6 0.03 0.5 2.0 
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Figure 3.4: 
Simulations performed with model·! and the parameters of Table 3.1 for the different 
groups N, Ei F, A and U. Belonging value are given in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: 
Value for the simulations with model-1 as given In Figure 3.4. 
PA Is the amplitude of the simulated pressure curve, VT is tidal volume, RpA Is 
the resistanee ealeulated by means of the peak pressure and the assoeiated flow 

value. R'fI is ealeulated for the total curve as weil as for the inspiratory (R'fI.'o' 
and expiratory (R'fI.'o' part separately. 

P, VT R, R,. R'''-nA R,ff.U 

N 0.50 1.09 0.29 0.29 0.28 0.30 

E 0.50 0.42 0.82 0.71 0.44 1.21 

F 0.20 0.33 0.43 0.41 0.40 0.41 

A 0.50 0.53 0.62 0.61 0.58 0.64 

U 0.50 0.21 1.77 1.60 1.60 1.60 
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Emphysema was modelled by a lower value of the reeoil pressure P LJRC and thus 
an inereased lung compliance (CL)' Because of a lower PL,FRC the traction on the 
walls of the respiratory bronchioles is smaller and consequently pleural pressure 
will be less negative with respect to alveolar pressure (eqn. 3.6), causing a 
narrowing of the small airways and therefore an increase in R,. In fibrosis the 
characteristie physiologieal disorder is the inereased stiffness of the lung tissue, 
whieh was modelled by an inerease of PL,FRC and a decrease of CL' In asthma bath 
upper and small airway resistances are increased, which was reflected in 
increased values for K" K2 and R,. To simulate patients with an upper airway 
obstruetion only K, and K2 we re greatly increased, according to the results ob
tained from patients with bilateral voeal-eord paralysis as mentioned above. 

Uniqueness 
The validity of the parameters obtained by a parameter estimation technique 
depends on the uniqueness of the parameter values. Ta evaluate the uniqueness, 
simulations were made tor the five classes N, E, F, A and U as mentioned in 
Table 3.1. The uniqueness of the caleulated parameter set and the eonvergenee 
of the iterative estimation procedure were analyzed by estimating the parameters 
of a class, when starting from the parameter values belonging. to the other clas
ses, e.g. simulation ol N, and starting ol parameters E, F, A and U, respectively. 

Sensitivity 
The squared error EE = IV'p"d - V',,)' was determined after application ol step
wise changes in the parameters in order to study the sensitivity ol the parameter 
estimation technique. This was done in two ways: 
1. by determination ol the interdependenee ol pairs ol parameters, and 
2. by studying the inlluenee ol Iluetuations in each ol the parameters on the 

resulting squared error. 

Noise 
Random noise was applied to the input signalol alveolar pressure and to the 
output signalol flow ol the serial lung model. The mean noise level was 0.02 
(kPa) lor the pressure and 0.02 in L.s" lor the Ilow. The deviation ol the 
parameter estimates in the different classes Irom the selected input parameter 
values with whieh the simulation was perlormed, was investigated by starting 
with values ol the class itsell and values obtained Irom the normal situation. For 
the norm al situation also the starting values lor the emphysema class we re 
applied. The noise was generated by a noise generator of Digital Equipment 
Corporation whieh was implemented in the Fortran-IV library belonging to the 
RT-tt operating system. 
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RESULTS 

The results of simulations of the different pathological classes as defined in Table 

3.1 are presented in Figure 3.4. These simulations were based on a sinusoidal 

alveolar pressure change with an amplitude of 0.5 kPa for class N, E, A and U 

and 0.2 kPa for class F, all at a rate of 0.5 Hz. The lower values of alveolar 

pressure in class F are necessary for the calculation of the element volume with 

the Runge Kulta algorithm in case of an almost still compressible element 

because of high Pi values. 
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The variation of different values with time as ca/cu/ated with model-f in Normal (--) 
and Emphysema (-----) during narma! breathing. 
Fo, symbols see list of symbols and text. 

The dillerence between the maximum of alveolar pressure in inspiration and th at 

in expiration for emphysema (Figure 3.4E) was caused by a shift of the zero line 

in the alveolar pressure. This shift was necessary to obtain an equal inspiratory 

and expiratory volume, as mentioned before. The characteristics of the simulated 

curves were in agreement with recordings of normals and patients, as 

documented among others by Matthys et al. (77]. For each curve the resistance 

R, and the ellective flow resistanees for inspiration (R"u"). expiration (R"t.,,) and 

total ventilatory eycle (R,,,) were calculated (Tabie 3.2). To iIIustrate the me

chanical behaviour of a lung with emphysema, the input variabie PA' the output 

variabie V'm and the resulting variables P"" and Re we re plolted as a function of 
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time for both classes E and N (Figure 3.5). The offset in the zero line of alveolar 
pressure (Figure 3.5A) compensated for a higher overall expiratory resistance 
(Figure 3.50) leading to a smaller peak flow V'm (Figure 3.58). In case of em
physema P'm was around zero during a part of the expiratory phase (Figure 3.5C). 
In this part the calculated resistance (R,) ol the collapsible element was relatively 
large (Figure 3.50). For the fibratic case, not shown, the resistance R, was 
almost constant during the respiratory cycle. 

o.n 

a b 
Figure 3.6: 
Plots of contour lines (1: EE = 0.01; 2: EE = 0.05; 3: EE = 0;) as funetion of 
parameters K, and Rs for a highly collapsible (PL = O. 1) and a stift compressible segment 
(P, =0.9), respeetively. 
Optimal parameter values: K, = 0.05; K, = 0.02; R, = 0.3 and P, = 0.1 in Figure 3.6.a 
and PL = 0.9 in Figure 3.6b. Far these calculations (he influence of volume changes on 
P, was negleeted (liG = 0). 
In both Figures: 

X-axis 0.02 < K, < 0.08;(kPa.s.L") 
Y-axis 0.27 < R, < 0.33;(kPa.s.L") 

In the estimation procedure the parameters used in the simulations could be 
determined, independent ol the start parameters. For the emphysematous lung 
with low P, and high R, the parameters converged laster than those in the other 
classes. 
For the class E and F the dependenee between the parameters is shown in Figure 
3.6. In this Figure the contour lines where parameter combinations have the 
same loss lunction EE, were plotted. In each plot the parameters K, and R, 

fluctuated around their optimal values ol 0.05 and 0.3, respectively. The 
parameter P, had different values, 0.1 and 0.9, respectively. The parameter K, 
was 0.02 and was constant in both cases. In the simulation ol librosis the 
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contour lines were almast straight, whereas in emphysema they were more 
elliptical. This implied that lor librosis K, and R, were almast completely inter
dependent, Le. cannot be estimated separately. 
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Figure 3. 7: 
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Plots of the EE as funet/on of a perturbation plus and minus 50% of (he parameter for 
(he normal and emphysema case. Remain/nu parameters have the va/ue belang/ng to (he 
class va/ue. For these calculations the lnfluence of volume change on change in PL was 
negleeled (IIC = 0). 
3.7a: class N; 3.7b. class E. 
For symbols see list of symbols and lext. 

Figure 3.7 presents the EE-changes lor the N and F class, after individually chan
ging the lour parameters between 50% and 150% ol their optimal values lor 
each class. From this Figure it can be seen that the inlluence ol a change in the 
parameter values K" K2 and R, on the squared error was different lor the two 
classes N and E. For the normal lung the parameters had more or less an equal 
inlluence on the resulting squared error, whereas lor the emphysematic lung the 
parameters K, and K2 were lar less important lor reducing the squared error. 
Noise superimposed on the model output V'm had na appreciable inlluence on the 
parameter estimates. This was not the case when noise was added to the input 
variabie PA' as is shown in Table 3.3. II the starting values we re chosen Irom the 
same pathology class or Irom the normal class the total resistance Irom the 
bronchial tree, as given by the effective Ilow resistance, appeared to be not 
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Table 3.3: 
Resldual Square Error (EE), parameter estimates (K,: K2 : R,: P,) and effective flow 
resistance estimate (R,It) with and without addition of random noise of 0.02 
(kPa) to the input signal PA and of 0.02 (L.s") to V'm' In the Table the class of 
which the start parameters we re taken is indicated. For each pathology class 
input parameters we re as defined in Table 3.1 and starting values were chosen 
bath according to the same class and to the normal class. For further explanation 
see text. 

Simulate Start Noise EE K, K, R, PURe R" 
class cia ss level 

N N 0 0.00 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.50 0.29 

N 0,2 0,33 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.50 0.29 

E 0,2 0.33 0,04 0,03 0,03 0,50 0.29 

E E 0 0.00 0.05 0.02 0.30 0.10 0.71 

E 0.2 0,27 0.05 0,03 0.30 0.10 0.72 

N 0.2 0.26 0.01 0,08 0.30 0.10 0.72 

F F 0 0,00 0.05 0.02 0.03 0,90 0.41 

F 0,2 0.18 0.05 0,05 0.02 0,90 0.41 

N 0.2 0.18 0,04 0,05 0,02 0.90 0.41 

A A 0 0.00 0.10 0.06 0.30 0.50 0.61 

A 0,2 0,20 0.13 0.09 0.26 0.40 0.61 

N 0,2 0.17 0,20 0.10 0.19 0.34 0.61 

IJ IJ 0 0.00 0.20 4.60 0,03 0.50 1.60 

IJ 0.2 0.03 0.29 4.60 0,03 0.05 1.60 

N 0.2 0.03 0.40 4.14 0.00 0,55 1.59 

influenced by random noise. For the N, E and F classes hardly any differences 
were found in all parameters. The A and U classes showed somewhat larger 
differences for all parameters. Except for the A and U class, it was possible to 
obtain an accurate P, estimate in all situations. The same was true for the N 
class if the E parameters we re taken as starting values: although, as mentioned 
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above, the R,,, was not inlluenced by the separation in R, and upper airway 
resistance. This last value as characterised by Kt and K2 was less accurate. 

Table 3.4 shows the parameter estimates lor the complex model·1 and those 
ol the three simplilied modeis. The parameters ol the simplified models·2,-3 and 
-4 were obtained by litting these models to the curves simulated with the 
complex model-1. This was done lor the live separate classes (N, E, A, F and lJ). 

In these simulations noise was not superimposed. The estimation with model-1 
ag rees with the values given in Table 3.3 in the case ol absence ol noise. Exeept 
lor the applieation ol the model-2 (one linear resistanee) in the emphysema case, 
in all other simplified model lits the estimate lor the effective Ilow resistanee of 
the total respiratory eycle was close to the effective Ilow resistance calculated 
with the complex model. Because ol the asymmetry ol the inspiratory and 
expiratory part of the curve in the emphysema class a separate resistance lor 
each part(model·3) was necessary to obtain areliabie estimate of the effective 
flow resistance for the whole cycle. 

Although most obvious lor the U class, in all cases model-4 with a linear and 
turbulent resistance parameter lor inspiration and expiration gave a good lit 
based on EE. Only lor the class U curve and the expiratory part ol class E curve 
were the parameters lor the turbulent resistance part (K, and Ks) markedly larger 
than those lor the linear part (K. and KB). In the emphysema case the expiratory 
curve was largely determined by airway compression. In all ot her cases the 
turbulent resistanee parameters were mueh smaller than the linear ones. 

DISCUSSION 

Estimation of pulmonary parameters, based on model fitting ol body plethysmo
graphie pressure-flow tracings, has been performed by a small number ol 
investigators [63, 64J. These attempts provided a better understanding of body -
plethysmographie alveolar pressure-flow data. In this present study an extended 
version of the serial lung model ol Golden has been used (64). We intradueed a 
delinition of the compressible element which is based on more recent 
investigations and incorporated the dependenee of lung recoil pressure on a 
changing alveolar volume. 

The aim ol this present study was to evaluate (1) a physiologically well-defined 
serial lung model with respect to its ability for the simulation of patient curves, 
and (2) to study the uniqueness and sensitivity of a parameter estimation 

technique lor the fit to the simulated curves. 
The behaviour of the serial model was studied by simulating different 
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Table 3.4: 
Results ol the estimation process lor the primary (") and the simplilied (·2,·3,·4) 
modeis, perlormed on signals generated by means ol a slmulation with model·'. 
Indicated are lor each class and each litted model the resulting square error, the 
total effective flow resistance (R. ff), the effective flow resistance lor in· and 
expiratlon separately (R. ff,," and R.ff,.xl and the resistance line through the extreme 
points (Rp )' 

Class Model Parameter values EE H" H,., Iq". H 

N 1 K • 0.05 X ·0,02 H ·0,03 P ·0.50 0.00 0.29 0.28 0.30 0,2 

2 X" 0.29 3,69 0.29 0,29 0,29 0.21 

3 X • 0,29 K • 0.30 3,55 0,29 0.29 0.30 0.2 

4 K,·0.29 K,' 0.00 K,· 0.28 K • 0,01 3.54 0.29 0.29 0.30 0,3 

E 1 X,, O.O. K • 0,02 H • 0,30 P ·0.10 0.0 0.71 0.44 1.21 0.8 

2 K • 0.98 11.2 0.98 0.97 0.97 0,9 

3 K, • 0.45 K • 1.32 2.06 0.75 0.45 1.32 0.7 

4 K • 0.45 K • 0.01 K • 0.01 K ·3.29 1,52 0.74 0.45 1.27 0.81 

F 1 K • 0.05 K • 0.03 H • 0.03 P • 0,90 0.00 0.41 0.40 0.41 0.4 

2 K • 0.43 1.36 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.4 

3 K ·0.42 K ·0.43 1.36 0,43 0.42 0.43 0.4 

4 K • 0.37 X ·0,10 X • 0.43 K ·0.00 1.35 0.42 0.42 0.43 0.4 

A 1 X,, 0,10 K • 0.06 H • 0.30 P • 0.50 0.00 0,61 0.58 0,64 0.6 

2 K ·0,61 0.32 0,61 0.61 0,61 0,61 

3 K • 0,.8 K • 0.64 0.14 0.61 0.58 0.64 0.61 

4 K ·0.53 K,' 0.07 X,· 0,60 X ·0.06 0.12 0.61 0,58 0.64 0.61 

U 1 K, • 0.20 X,, 4.60 H ·0,30 P ·0.50 0.00 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.7 

2 K • 1.62 0.15 1.62 1.62 1.62 1.6 

3 K • 1.62 K,· 1.62 0.15 1.62 1.62 1.62 1.6 

4 X • 0,51 K ·4.34 K • 0.26 K • 5.43 0,00 1.59 1.59 1.60 1.7 
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combinations of parameters (Tabie 3.1). The model produced patterns (Figure 

3.4) for the different types of pathology which ag reed quite weil with the pat

terns as defined by Matthys. In the classes representing the normal condition and 

patients with fibrosis, asthma and an increased upper airway resistance, a non

linear behaviour of the model was virtually absent because the influence of the 

compressible element is negligible, since either R, was small or P, was relatively 

large. For emphysema, where both R, was increased and the P, was decreased 

the effect of the compressible element was more pronounced. large differences 

in the time course of some output variables we re found (Figure 3.5) between the 

classes for the normal condition and for emphysema, respectively: 

1 . the transmural pressure in class E was below zero during part of the breathing 

cycle, which indicates the presence of a marked compression even during the 

norm al breathing, 

2. the area of the compressible element in class E decreased greatly and, 

therefore, resistance Re was much larger during expiration than it was during 

expiration in the normal case (Figure 3.4E). 

The difference in the values of effective flow resistance, calculated for the 

inspiratory (R,II.in) and expiratory (R,,,,,) resistance, also showed this effect of 

expiratory airway compression. The model appeared to be sufficiently accurate 

for simulation of the characteristic loop patterns, related to pulmonary pathology, 

in spite of a (for practical purposes necessary) simplified description of the 

compressible element. 

For simulations without additional noise the parameter estimation routine gave 

unique solutions for the parameter values belonging to each class. It was shown 

that the sensitivity of the parameter estimation technique depended on the 

values of the parameters of each class (Figure 3.7). In the normal condition 

(class N) the sensitivity for the different parameters was more or less the same. 

For emphysema (class El the parameters R, and P, were much more important 

than KI and K2 • Thus KI and K2 appeared to be of little importance in reducing 

the error in the parameter estimation scheme. Therefore, the accuracy of the 

estimation of KI and K2 will be smaller than that of both other parameters (Tabie 

3.3, Figure 3.6a and 3.6b). The application of noise confirmed the results on the 

sensitivity of the model fit for the various parameters in dependenee on the 

pathology class. In the case of upper airway obstruction the factor K2 has such a 

dominant influence th at the other parameters have almost no influence on the 

resulting effective flow resistance and on the shape of the curve. 

In circumstances where the influence of the compressible element was 

minimal. the serial long model could be simplified. In such situations, a good 

estimation of the different parameter values in model-1, which characterised the 

resistance of the serial connection of the elements, was not possible. Then a 
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model with only one serial resistance element with a laminar and a turbulent term 
could be used as was shown in Table 3.4. This did not hold lor the E case where 
the lour models yield appreciably different estimates. 

We conclude that the serial lung model is able to lit curves which are 
inlluenced by a se rial mechanical inhomogeneity, especially delined by the 
behaviour ol the compressible element. Moreover, parameter estimation was able 
to recognise in the cases described, even in the presence ol noise on the model 
input, the most relevant aspects ol the lung mechanical behaviour. 



CHAPTER 4 

A COMPUTER-CONTROLLED MECHANICAL LUNG MODEL 

FOR APPLICATION IN PULMONARY FUNCTION STUDIES 

AFM Verbraak, JM Bogaard, JEW Beneken, AVersprilie 

INTRODUCTION 

The complexity ol lung lunction measurements and data analysis entail a need 
lor validation ol all phases ol data acquisition and analysis. Validation of 
software can be performed by generation of raw data with a mathematical model 

with known parameters. When these raw data are read into a program to be 
tested, the calculated results must be in agreement with the parameters used lor 

the simulation [78J. With a mechanical lung model with known physical 
characteristics the reliability of the measurement equipment, as weil as software, 
can be tested. In addition, a lung model enables accurate reproduction of 
pulmonary lunction signals when required. 

Several models have been described which could simulate only one type ol 
breath 17, 8, 10J. The model of Pedersen et al. [10J consisted of a pressure 
chamber full of copper chips and was activated by release of air from a container 

under pressure. After inflation to twice the atmospheric pressure, it de live red 

8.2L of air during deflation. Bouhuys et al. [7J developed a device to simulate 
flow-volume curves by means of a cam mounted on a motor. By changing the 
cam the shape of the flow-volume curve could be altered. Maximum flow could 

be changed by changing the size of an orifice in the outlet line. Boutellier et al. 
[8J devised a piston-pump system to generate respiratory data. This model was 
able to generate breaths of constant volume and known gas concentrations. With 
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all the above-mentioned systems different types of breath could be simulated by 

a manual change of the mechanical hardware, whereafter the simulation had to 

be restarted. 

The introduction of computers enabled to change quickly between different 

settings of the simulator. Meyer [91 designed a microcomputer controlled 

respiratory servo system, using a hydraulically operated cylinder-piston and 

solenoid valve assembly. The flexibility to select different breathing patterns 

enabled the implementation of complex sequences of breathing manoeuvres. 

Myojo [131 described a breathing simulator with a split/cam valve without a 

piston/cylinder or bellows. The opening of the split/cam valve was controlled by 

a stepper motor under microcomputer control. This system enabled to simulate 

inspiratory flow patterns as seen during spontaneous breathing, although it was 

not reported whether it was possible to change breathing patterns during 

simulation. Jansen et al. [79J described a computerized ventilator system for 

animal studies. Instead of the hydraulic system of Meyer they used an 

electromechanical system, which was relatively small and easy to implement in 

the construction of a ventilator. The system was able to perform special 

breathing manoeuvres inserted bet ween breathing cycles of normal mechanical 

ventilation. 

We adapted the idea of computer contral to drive a physical lung model for use 

in the pulmonary function laboratory to test lung function equipment, to validate 

software, to simulate impaired pulmonary mechanics and to perform simulations 

of special breathing patterns and pulmonary pathology. Primarily we intended to 

use this computer controlled mechanical lung model to perform pulmonary 

function tests on special breathing patterns in a body plethysmograph. We 

describe the mechanical lung model and some examples of its applications. 

THE MECHANICAL LUNG MODEL 

The lung model consists of three components: the actual lung model, an 

electromechanical servo system and a computer system to control the model. 

Mechanical construction 
The construction of the mechanical lung model is shown in Figure 4.1. It 

consists of a round container made from glass, an aluminium upper plate and a 

piston at the bottom. The container is filled with water, which represents pleural 

space and which we call the liquid-filled compartment (LFC). It con ta ins two 

concertina bellows [V, and V2) which represent the two lungs. The LFC contains 

two connections P", and LFC-CC. P'i' is used to till the LFC with water and to 
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measure the pressure inside the LFC, and LFC-CC to connect the water 
compartment around the compressible component (see below) with the LFC_ 

Leakage between piston and container is prevented with another bellows. 
Vertical movements ol the piston are established with an electrical motor which 
rotation is translormed to longitudinal displacement by precision satellite roller 
screws (Rol/vis, Switzerland). To simulate breathing patterns the piston is driven 
by a steering program according to a pre-delined pattern. The position ol the 
piston is sensed by a potentiometer (T3 ). attached to the piston. Two optical 
switches (S, and S2) at the two extreme positions ol the piston are activated 
when the piston reaches its end limits. When one ol the optical switches is 
activated the system is stopped. Each lung bellows has a conducting rod, T, and 
T2, respectively, which is attached to an aluminum bottom plate. To each rod a 
potentiometer is attached to sense the position ol each bellows separately. The 
bellows V, and V2 have an outlet RAwl and RAw2' respectively, which give access 
to the "airways", and two outlets PAl and PA2 to measure the pressure inside the 
bellows. 

Because water is incompressible, the volume displacement ol the piston is 
equal to the sum ol the volume changes ol the two bellows. Thus the position ol 
one beJlows depends on the position ol the piston and that ol the other beJlows. 
As the diameter ol the bellows is smaller than the diameter ol the piston, the 
bottom plates ol the beJlows wiJl move laster than the piston. This difference in 
motion is even larger when one ol the beJlows is lixed or restricted in movement. 
Therelore, without precautions, depending on the amount ol water in the LFC, a 
collision can occur between piston and beJlows, and between bellows and the 
upper plate. 

The airways are simulated by perspex pipes, which are constructed. These 
pipes have been made in a modular way. Flow resistances and Ilowand pressure 
transducers can be positioned at different places. A standard Lilly pneumotacho
meter head (Jaeger, Würzburg, Germany) lits into the pipes. A compressible 
component, made of a stretched Penrose drain, can be inserted in series with the 

airway components. The Penrose drain, a thin-walled floppy tube made ol 
rubber, is lixed in a vertical position between the two pipes (Figure 4.1) and 
stretched about 10%. The pipes have an external diameter ol 2. 10.2 m. The 
vertical position ol the penrose drain can be shifted over 4. 10.2 m. The 
maximum length of the drain is 10" m. The drain is surrounded by water, and is 
in direct contact with the LFC. The compressible component simulates the 
changing resistance in the airways due to the changing transmural pressures that 
are present in the physiological situation. At the outlet/inlet of the pipe system a 
shutter can be used to close the airway opening. 
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Figure 4.1 
Diagram of (he mechanica! lung model. Two airway components R, and R2 are 
connected (0 (he out/ets of the concertina bel/ows. P is (he out/et to measure the 
pressure of the liquid·filled campertment (LFCI. The liquid of the LFC cauld be cannected 
to the Jiquid around (he compressible component (CC) through the connection LFC·CC. 
SI and S2 are the optical switches for the end-limits. TI and T2 are (he potentiometers 
for the position of the bel/ows and T3 is (he potentiometer for the position of the piston. 
PAt and PA2 are (he out/ets to measure the pressure inside the bel/ows. 

During occlusion of the pipe system, very high positive and negative pressures 

can develop in the LFC and bellows dua to the power of the motor·driven 

system. Therefore, a protective device is constructed in the pipa systam to avoid 

destruction of pressure transducers or bellows. 
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BelJows 

The rubber bellows are stabilized by metal rings inside and outside eaeh lold_ The 
complianee ol the bellows is determined when the bellows were outside the lung 
model and is circa 20 L.kPa·', respeetively. The bellows in the lung model is 
subject to lorces eaused not only by the complianee ol the bellows itsell, but 
also by its weight and that ol the attaehed materiais, the pressure inside the 
bellows and the pressure ol the water around the bellows. The inlluenee ol the 
pressure against the side ol the bellows is negleeted. The diameter ol the bottom 
plate ol the bellows is 0.15 m. The position ol the bottom ol a bellows ean be 
derived lrom the volume ol the bellows, aeeording to 

where: 

V 
h =~*10-3 

bJs,l A 
bis 

A blS effective surface of lhe battom plate of each bel/ows, in m2 

hbls" position of the battom plate of bel/ows 1 (/ung 1), in m 
VA.t volume of lhe bel/ows 1 without extemal pipes, in L. 

(4.1 ) 

The level h = 0 is the level ol the bottom plate when V", is zero. The pressure 
at level h"'.1 in the water ol the LFC near the bottom ol a bellows is equal to the 
pressure at all other points (h) in the LFC il a correction lor the hydrostatie 
pres su re component is made. This relation is given by: 

where: 
P",fhl 
Pfiqfhbls,,) 

p 
9 

pressure, in lhe water at level h, in kPa 
pressure, in lhe water at level hb/S", in kPa 
density of (he water, in kg.m-3 

constant of gravitation, in m.s·2 

(4.2) 

For the stationary situation the pressure lrom the bellows on the water is equal 
to the pressure lrom the water on the bellows. This pressure is the summation ol 
the pressure due to the elastieity ol the bellows as a lunetion ol the position, the 
pressure inside the bellows and an offset pressure. 
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This can be presented as: 

Eb/s 
*hbl' + P" +P"ff A S, IQA.l Iq,o 

bIs 
(4.3) 

where: 
P/iQ,Qf{ pressure at hbl$,/ = 0 when PA = 0 and Pgrav= 0, in kPa 
PA, I pressure in (he bellows 1 i in kPa; 
Eb1S elastic constant of the bellows at position hbfs"i in N.m-' 

The offset pressure is caused by the level of measurement, an additional 

pressure component due to the mass of bellows and attached materials and a 

pressure due to the elasticity when level h is zero. The compliance is defined as 

C." = LlVA / LlP".,fh",j, giving: 

where: 

1 t,PIi,(hbls, ,) 

c t, VA. , 

AbIS*l1hb/s.1 

P/iq*g/iq) 
Abls 

ebel camp/jonce for (he bellows, in L.kPa-' 

(4.4) 

In accordance with equation (4.4), when the bellows are placed in the water, the 

compliance decreases to 1.6 L.kPa". When both bellows are functioning a, 

coupling exists via the water. 

The minimal volume of the bellows and pipe system is 0.45 L. The height of 

the LFC is such that when both lungs are used in parallel and filled with the 

proper amount of water, they can not touch each other. When only one bellows 

is used the piston and bellows can touch each other. Because the diameter of 

the lung bellows is smaller than the diameter of the piston the bellows will 

descend faster than the piston. The maximum displacement when only one 

bellows is used is 0.9 L. When both bellows are used in parallel the maximum 

total displacement of the bellows is 2.3 L. The volume of the bellows for a given 

position of the piston depends on the amount of water in the LFC. 
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The lung model does not fulfil the isothermal conditions as present in the lungs 

(80J. Isothermal means constant temperature and can be achieved by full and 

direct heat exchange with the surroundings; the other extreme, adiabatic, means 

no heat exchange. For the model a partial heat exchange exists. According to 

Poisson's law an exponential relationship exists between pressure and volume 

(PV'cp/c,/ = Constant). Depending on the rate of change of pressure and volume, 

(cp/cv) is between 1.0 (isothermic) and 1.44 (adiabatic). Inclusion of a therm al 

buffer, e.g. thin copper slices to approximate isothermic condition, was not 

possible because of the changing volume of the bellows. For a sine-wave pattem 

with different frequencies we measured this value (cp/cv). For volume changes 

with a sine-wave pattem of 1 Hz this value is 1.2. 

Resisiances 
The resistance components were constructed according to Mecklenburgh (81]. 

They consist of a stack of layers of stainless-steel mesh. Different resistances 

were obtained by altering the number of layers or type of mesh. The packed 

layers were fitted in a Lilly pneumotachograph-head. In this way 4 resistance 

packages were made, namely 2.07, 1.07, 0.43, and 0.19 kPa.s.L·'. The 

re si stance components are highly linear, as shown in Figure 4.2. The resistance 

and pressure relationship of the compressible component has to be measured 

each time its characteristics, such as tension, material and length, are changed. 

Electromechanical servo system 
The electromechanical servo system consists of a motor (Mavilor, model 600), a 

se rvo-controller (lnfranor, model 90/20) and a custom-made electronic control 

module. The servo-controller controls the power to the motor by a high 

frequency chopping of the DG voltage. The difference between the programmed 

position and the actual position of the piston is converted by the electronics to 

drive the piston to the programmed position. The actual position is measured by 

the potentiometers attached to the piston and bellows. The electronic control 

unit also performs a first check on the allowed position range of piston and 

bellows. If one of the switches is activated, further movement of the piston is 

blocked until the piston is directed by the computer in areverse direction. The 

amplitude diagram is constant up to 0.7 Hz; the 1 dB point is at 2.25 Hz and 2 

dB is at 3.35 Hz. These values are satisfactory for our applications during normal 

resting breathing. 

Microcomputer and software 

The operation of the lung model is controlled by a microcomputer. A program 

reads a control file from disk, in which file the measurement procedure is 
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Figure 4.2: 
Relationship of flow and pressure for the resistance components; 
• 0.19, 110.43 , + 1.07 and 02.07 kPa.s.L". 
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defined. The most important items to be defined are the type of breathing 
pattern, number of breaths to be repeated, sequence of breathing patterns and 
control of digital output. The program generates the analog signal which steers 
the piston to a defined position. To simulate breathing patterns, programmed 
signals as weil as measured signals from patients can be used. The software also 
reads some digital input to detect e.g. the state of the valves of the lung function 
equipment. Depending on the values of these inputs the steering program waits, 
restarts or ends its operation. The controlling software can be imbedded in a 
larger program to enable the microcomputer to perform a sequence of application 
programs. 
During operation the program calculates the next position of the piston and 
compares its consequences with the permitted range of positions of piston and 
bellows. If correct, the lung model is steered to the new position, otherwise the 
lung model is held in the same position and waits for the next defined position, 
or is stopped by the operator. At certain moments, defined in a control file, 
digital output can be activated during the measurements. 
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Calibration of the lung model 

Calibration implies the definition of the relationship between the steering signal 

and the position of the piston, and the relationship between the signalof the 

displacement transducers and the position of piston and bellows. Through these 

relationship at each moment the distance between each bellows and piston and 

that between the extreme positions is known. A recalibration has to be 

perlormed il the amount ol water is changed. 

Transducers 

The pressures at outlets P'iq' PAl and PA2 are measured by pressure transducers 

(Valydyne, USA), flow is measured by a pneumotachometer (Jaeger, Würzburg, 

Germany) and volume changes are measured by a spirometer (Lade, Holland). 

APPLICATIONS 

The Ilexibility ol the computer controlled mechanical lung model (CCL-1) can be 

illustrated by two applications. 

Camp/jance and airway resisfance 

Lung compliance is the ratio between volume change (il\!) and the simultaneous 

change in transpulmonary pressure (For review: Murphy et al. [82)). In routine 

lung lunction testing transpulmonary is measured as oesophageal pressure (P,,) 

minus mouth pressure. In patients the Pes is measured by means of a latex 

balloon inserted in the oesophagus. If the compliance is estimated when volume 

and P" are continuously changing, the compliance is called dynamic. II a patient 

expires slowly alter a deep inspiration the compliance estimate is called quasi

statie. 

When a patient' s compliance is constant and the pressure drop in the bronchial 

airways is linear with Ilow (v1, the relation between P" and V' can be described 

as: 

p _ p + R * V' + IV' dl 
es - es,of( (4.5) 

where: 
Pes,olf pressure offset, in kPa 
R flow resistance, in kPa.s.C' 
V' flow, in L.s' l 

Ct constant camp/;ance, in L.kpa- l
• 
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II Ilow is almost zero during a volume change equation (4.5) gives the quasi
statie compliance. During cyclic changes of the volume the dynamic complianee 
can be derived Irom this relationship. 

The procedures to measure quasi~static, dynamic complianee and airway 

resistance can be simulated with the lung model. We used such simulations to 
test a software program developed lor data acquisition in complianee 
measurements. Two examples ol a Pc V relationship during simulated tidal 
breathing for the situation with one lung bellows in use and without the 
compressible element, are given in Figure 4.3a and 4.3b. The volume changes at 
the outlet we re measured by means of a spirometer or by integration of flow. 
The pressure in the water Pm", was measured at outlet P"q' In the lung model 
Pmeas represents the oesophageal pressure, Pesi as measured in patients. 
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a: Pmeas is the pressure difference between Pfiq and ambient pressure Pb8rt and rsf/eets 
the pressure drop over the liquidl bellows, and additional res/stance Rf' 

b: Pmm is the pressure difference bet ween P'iq and the pressure inside the bellows PAf' 
which ref/eets the pressure over the bellows leaving the res/stance element R, out of 
the loop. 

Figures 4.3a and 4,3b give the measurement values for the situation with one 
bellows fixed in the upper position (no displacement). and the other bellows 
connected with resistance R, and without the compressible component. For the 
measured curves as given in Figure 4.3a the pressure diflerence was measured 
between P,;, and the pres su re at the outlet of resistance R" (Pb'''. whereas Figure 
4.3b depiets the pressure that was measured between p',q and PAl' In first 
situation PmeiJs gives the pressure drop over liquid, bellows and resistance 

whereas in the second situation Pm", gives the pressure drop over the liquid and 
bellows without the pressure drop over the resistance component. Thus the 
additional resistance can be calculated Irom the difference between the two 
measurements. In both Figures the continuous line shows the relationship 
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between Pmm and volume during one cycle (inspiration and expiration). The 
dotted line shows the values for P" when Pmm is corrected for the pressure drop 
over the resistance component. This pressure drop is calculated as the effective 
flow resistance (R",,,) according to equation (4.6). The irregularities on the 
curves are due to movement resistance (stick-slip) of the conducting rods. 

Table 4.1: 
Measurements 1-5 are for the set-up in Figure 4.3a and 4.3b, when the pressure 
Pm ... is measured between the liquid and outlet of the lung model; measurements 
6-10 are for the set-up of in Figure 4.3b where pressure Pm", is measured 
between the liquid and air inside the bellows. The second column gives the 
values used for the resistance elements. The stroke volume, the calculated 
values for C," and R," are given together with the standard deviation (sd). The 
last column .(jR,""", Is the calculated resistance value R,,, of each row diminished 
by the first element in the same row, where no additional resistance Is 
implemented ( e.g. 0.195 is 0.252 minus 0.057). The last column for 
measurements 1-5 give the percentage deviation between implemented 

resistance and .(jR " IJ ,COf 

Set Maas. Imple· Stroke volume Gateulated Calculated Corrected 
Numb. menled Complianee Resistance Resistance 

resistance 

R, V sd C,rt (sdi Rd , (sdi R'ff.W (sdi 

kPa.s.l·' l l.kPa·' kPa.s.l' kPa.s.l"l 

a 1 0.00 0.909 0.004 1.666 0.012 0.057 0.001 0.000 

2 0.19 0.909 0.004 1.634 0.014 0.252 0.001 0.195 3% 

3 0.43 0.902 0.004 1.585 omo 0.501 0.003 0.444 3% 

4 1.07 0.897 0.002 1.458 0.025 1.159 0.004 1.102 3% 

5 2.07 0.877 0.003 1.390 0.051 2.249 0.009 2.192 6% 

b 6 0.00 0.914 0.003 1.653 0.010 0,010 0,001 0.000 

7 0.19 0,908 0,002 1.641 0.008 0.011 0.001 0.001 

8 0.43 0.904 0.002 1.636 0.009 0.013 0.001 0,003 

9 1.07 0.899 0.004 1.628 0.006 0.017 0.000 0.007 

10 2.07 0.874 0.004 1.621 0.012 0.023 0.001 0.013 
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The resistanee Rl"" is ealeulated by means of the ealeulation of the effeetive 

flow resistanee aeeording to equation (6): 

fpes dV 

fV'dV 
(4,6) 

It was previously demonstrated [45) that the effeetive flow resistanee is a valid 

measure for the resistanee over the whole loop, With this resistanee eaeh 

measured point Pm", is eorreeted for pressure drop due to the airflow, whereafter 

PII"o" and (trom the slope of regression lines through the eorreeted points) C ,/f 

were ealeulated, The values ealeulated with these methods are presented for the 

situation when pressure is measured over bellows and additional resistanee 

(Tabie 4.1 al. and when pressure is measured over the bellows alone (Tabie 

4.1 bI. 

The aetual resistanee values of the inserted resistanee eomponents are given. 

The influenee of bellows and water on these values ("null-resistanee") ean be 

ealeulated from Table 4.1;a when no extra resistanee is added, or from Table 

4.1 b when the pressure is measured between LFC and the air in the bellows. The 

ealeulated resistanees from Table 4.1 a, were eorreeted for the null-resistanee, 

whieh is the first value of eaeh row for the ealeulated resistanees. This results in 

the eorreeted resistanee value tJR,,,,,", given in Table 4.1 a. These eorreeted 

resistanee values have a diserepaney of approximately 1 %, The value for the 

complianee in Table 4.1 a deereases with inereasing resistanee wh ere as in Table 

4.1 b this values remains almost constant at approximately 1.64 L.kPa·'. 

Body plethysmo9raphy 

With the lung model, body plethysmographie measurements ean be simulated; 

for this the lung model has to be plaeed in the body plethysmograph. With the 

body plethysmograph [511. whieh has beeome a standard teehnique in many 

clinical and research laboratories, the thoracic gas volume (TGV) and airway 

resistanee ean be determined. The body plethysmograph is a rigid box in whieh a 

volunteer or palient is seated surrounded by air. When a volume change oeeurs 

in a patient by eompression or expansion of air (tJVcl the volume of air in the box 

outside the patient (tJV,) wil! change in the opposite way (tJVc = -tJV,,1. whieh 

results in a pressure change tJp" (Boyle-Gay Lussac). The relationship between 

tJp" and tJV" is found by ealibration of />'P" against imposed volume changes of 

air in the elosed box. Then tJVc ean be found by measuring tJp" in lhe body 
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plethysmograph. Ol course the volume ol the air in the box, when a patient is 
seated in the body plethysmograph, has to be corrected lor the patient's volume 
which is taken equal to bodyweight in kg. Calculated t, V c is equal to compressed 

alveolar volume when inlluences ol other closed air spaces inside the patient, 

such as air in the abdomen, are neglected. 
In general, two types of measurements are performed. Phase A: Breathing 

against a shutter. TGV can then be calculated from the relationship between the 
pressure changes at the mouth, which reflect the pressure changes inside the 
lung (no flow situation). and the volume changes of the lung. Phase B: during 
tidal breathing, when lung volume of the patient is known from the procedure 
described in phase A, the alveolar pressure changes iJPA can be derived from 

iJP, •. When there is more than one lung compartment, the measured t,p A is the 
volume weighted mean of the pressures in the different compartments. The slope 
of the relationship between PA and flow at the mouth (V'ml reflects the flow 

resistance of the airways. 

Figure 4.4: 

Conlroll!nll 
CompU1er A 

DEP,ARTMENT 
co. P TER 

Body Pfethy!mogfaphy 
t 

Lung: Model 

Mluurlng 
Computer B 

The lung model placed inside the body plethysmograph. The model and body 
plethysmograph were controlled by computer A~ while computer 8 performed the rea/
lime measurements. PbOX is the measured pressure in the box; Pmodel and V/model are 
pressure and flow, respectively, at the combined out/et of both bel/ows. 

Figure 4.4 shows the situation with the mechanical lung model placed in the 
body plethysmograph. When the lung model is used, control of the body plethys

mograph is taken over by the computer which steers the lung model. The hand 
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control of the body plethysmograph (Body test, Jaeger, Würzburg, Germanyl was 

extended with a program selection by means of external control lines. This was 

done in two ways: 

1. by simulating the circuit interruption of the push·buttons and, 

2. by direct control of the valves. 

The 'controlling' microcomputer steers the model and sets the digital output for 

the lung function equipment to select the different phases of the measurement. 

The direct connections between the 'controlling' and 'measuring' computers are 

also indicated in Figure 4.4. These connections are optional and can be used in 

situations where the 'measuring' computer also has to perform signal analysis of 

the measurement, e.g. the 'measuring' computer holds up the 'controlling' 

computer until the measured signals are analyzed. In this way, together with the 

developed software, a number of predefined measurements can be performed. 

A typical example of calculated PA and V' is given in Figure 4.5a and 4.5b. In 

Figure 4.5a only an additional constant resistance of 1.07 kPa.s.L·' was attached 

to the lung model. The calculation of the effective flow resistance was 

performed according to equation (61 where instead of P", PA was used. For the 

measurement of Figure 4.5b a compressible component was inserted which 

simulates patients with expiratory flow resistance. The inspiratory resistance, 

R,,,!", remained the same (1.15 - 1.06 kPa.s.L·') whereas the resistance during 

the expiration part, R,,,ox increased from 1.11 to 1.88 kPa.s.L·'. R'fI.tot was the 

resistance over inspiration and expiration together. The reproducibility is shown 

in the Figure, where at least three loops are plotted in one Figure. The 

irregularities, seen in Figure 4.5b, are due to the stick-slip of the rods. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The computer controlled mechanical lung model (GGL-I) was used to test lung 

function equipment and to validate software. Due to its construction it can only 

be used as an active lung model, which means that it can not be used to 

simulate an artificially ventilated lung. 

The examples iIIustrate some of the possibilities of the mechanical lung model. 

Furthermore, it has been used to test other lung function measurements in the 

pulmonary laboratory such as spirography, the closed circuit helium-dilution 

method, and pneumotachography; these are not discussed in this paper. All 

simulations had to be performed within a frequency and tidal volume range 

restricted by the dynamical properties of the model. 

Up to now we used the piston only as a flow generator. Therefore, during 

occlusion of the airway the pressure inside the bellows can become very high. To 
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cope with this problem it is possible to measure the pressure inside the bellows 

and, together with the known volume of the bellows, to calculate mean alveolar 

pressure_ The software can be altered to steer the piston for following a 

predefined pressure pattem to simulate body plethysmography with pressure 

signals as measured in patients_ The software detects too high pressures due to 

occlusion of the airways_ 

The CCL-1 fulfils most of the demands. One problem of the model is the stick

slip (also called stiction) of the rods, which causes irregularities on the signal, as 

shown in Figures 4.3a, 4.3b and 4.5b, due to irregular movement ol the bars 

through the guiding bearings. As can be seen for the simulation performed 

without the compressible component (Figure 4.5a), the stick-slip was absent. In 

the situation shown in Figure 4.5a a little stick-slip will result in a higher pressure 

in the water which directly counteracts the effect of stick-slip on the movement 

of the lung bellows. In Figure 4.5b the stick-slip is more pronounced due to the 

parallel complianee of compressible component and lung bellows. So, a sudden 

pressure increase in the liquid is partially shunted to the surrounding of the 

compressible element. A little stietion of a rod during an expiration will therefore 

result in a pressure increase in the water causing a higher expiratory resistance 

by compression of the compressible element. This pressure increase amplifies the 

primary effect of the stick-slip on the movement of the lung bellows. This higher 

pressure will also cause an extra movement of the bellows which counteracts 

the stick-slip. Because there is a complex time relationship between the effects 

of stick-slip and resistance of the compressible component, alveolar pressure 

disturbances occur which can be seen on measured alveolar pressures. An 

improvement may be obtained il the guiding bars are positioned in the centre of 

the bellows. The differences between implemented and calculated resistances 

were 2.6 - 5.8%. The calculated complianee in Table 4.1 b is in the expected 

range. A good quantification of the resistance and compliance values is an 

important aspect of the mechanical model when used with the parameter 

estimation techniques, as reported earlier 178J. The change of the calculated 

compliance with high increased resistance components must have its origin in 

the additional pres su re components over the pipe system because the value for 

the complianee, measured over the bellows alone, remains al most constant. 

The amount of water which has to be displaced during operation causes a phase 

shift between the programmed volume displacement and the actual volume 

displacement of the piston. At high frequencies this inertia of the system also 

results in a lower amplitude response. The complianee of each bellows can not 
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be changed vet. A change in complianee, lor instanee bV additional springs, will 
be ol value lor extending the simulation possibilities ol the model. 

Although the model still has some limitations with respect to the mechanical 
construction and the limited Ilexibilitv in representing lung mechanics, it has 
proven uselul lor testing equipment and software. 

1.5 

V' m 

-1.5 
-1.5 PaTIf 1.5 -1.5 Pat" 1.5 

A TV: 0.23 L B TV: 0.22 L 
Re/On: 1.15 kPa.s.L·' Reff,in: 1.06 kPa.s.L" 
Refl,ex: 1 . 11 kPa.s.L" Rell,ex: 1.88 kPa.s.L" 
Reft,lot: 1.13 kPa.s.L" Rell,lot: 1.46 kPa.s.L" 

Figure 4.5: 
Alveolar pressure (Pal,,; kPa) - flow (V'w': L.s· 1

) curve. 
A: wit/J a resistance of 1.07 kPa.s.C ' , B: with an additional compressible segment. 
TV is lida! volume, Reff.fora' is effective resistance over (he whole curve, Reff,in is 
effective resistance for IiJspiration and Ref!,e)! is effective resistance for expiration. 
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A COMPUTER-CONTROLLED FLOW RESISTANCE 

AFM Verbraak, W Holland, BN Mulder, JM Bogaard, AVersprilie 

INTRODUCTION 

In a previous mechanical lung model [83, 841 [Chapter 41 we used resistance 

components [811 of fixed values, which limited the flexibility of the model. For 

each resistance a specific resistance component had to be implied. Furthermore, 

variation in flow resistance during a simulation was impossible. To improve 

simulation of lung and airway mechanics it is necessary to change flow 

resistance during inspiration and expiration. 

Flow resistances which we re controlled have been applied in the expiratory parts 

of mechanical ventilators to control expiratory pressure [85, 86). In the Siemens 

Servo ventilator (Siemens-Elema, Sa/na, Sweden) the expiratory flow through a 

rubber tube is controlled by means of a magnet acting on a lever arm squeezing a 

flexible tube against a fixed arm. The force of the lever is controlled by the 

ventilator. This device is designed to establish an end·expiratory pressure [851. In 

the César ventilator (Taerna, CFPO, France) a tube is squeezed by means of a 

motor driven roller arm [86). The position of the arm itself is independent of 

counter force. This device can impose several expiration patterns in patients. In 

both ventilators the resistance is changed by varying the lumen of a tube. These 

types of resistances are non-linear with flow rate and sensitive to minor changes 

in cross-section in case of a small baseline aperture. Therefore, a specific flow 

resistance under conditions of changing flow is hard to control. 
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To improve control of flow resistance, we developed a new type of flow 
resistance device to be controlled by computer under operational condiiions. In 
this paper we describe the construction and the characteristics of this flow 

resistance. 

METHODS 

General eons/rue/ion 

Airflow (side B) 

Figure 5.1: 

Sleeve 
position 

A"C1/1'Y:..:o...."..L-- S lil 

Cylinder in 
Fixed position 

"" (1) 

8 holes 
circumference 

A schema tic view showing the basic components of the computer~ control/ed resistance. 
Far explanation, see lext. 

The two basic components of the CCR (Figure 5.1) are a sleeve (1) to be moved 
over a cylinder (2), both made of dellrin (DuPont, USA). The internal diameter of 
the sleeve (D".) is equal to 33.98 mmo The end sections a and d of the hollow 
cylinder fit closely in the sleeve. In section b eight holes are equally distributed in 
the circumference to enable the gas to pass the cylinder. The diameter of the 
cylinder section e, situated between sections a and d, is slightly smaller than the 
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inner diameter of the sleeve. If the sleeve covers section band a part of section 
c the gas has to pass the slit between sleeve and cylinder. The groove in the 

circumference of section b enables. the gas passing the holes to redistribute in 
the circumference befare it enters the slit. The external diameter of section c of 
the cylinder is fixed for a specific cylinder. The cylinder can be replaced by a 

cylinder of different dimensions in section c. The cylinder has a maximum length 
of 74 mm; the diameters of sections a and d are 33.88 mm and the lengths are 
20 and 15 mm, respectively. These dimensions limit leakage of gas to a 
negligible amount by a high flow resistance. 

Figure 5.2: 
Construction of the computer-controlled resistance device. The cylinder (1}i sleeve (2)i 
motor (3), roller screws (4), potentiometer (5), and rubber a-ring (6) are indicated. 

The total construction of the eeR is shown in Figure 5.2. The sleeve (1) is 
moved by an electrical stepper motor (3). lts rotation is transformed by means of 

roller screws (4) to longitudinal displacement of the cylinder (2). A potentiometer 
(5) attached to the sleeve determines its actual position with respect to the 
cylinder and thus length of the slit. Electronic monitoring of the position of the 
sleeve protects movements beyond the functional range. The displacement is 
stopped when magnetic switches at the two extreme positions are activated. 
Then the eeR can only be reactivated by resetting the control unit. This double 

protection prevents damage to mechanical parts of the eeR. The motor and 
linear servo control (Maxon ,e025-05534, Inter electdc AG, Sachsel, 

Switzerlandl position the sleeve at a given set point, which is controlled by 
computer or set by hand. 
During an expiration, flow enters the connection side A (see Figure 5.1), passes 

the cylinder, the holes and the slit and leaves the eeR at side B; during 
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inspiration flow is in reverse direction. The flow resistance of the CCR implies 

flow resistance of the slit and the additional resistances caused by the holes and 

connecting parts. The flow resistance of the slit depends on the length (/,,;1 and 

the height of the slit (h,/j) which is the distance between sleeve and section c of 

the cylinder. The circular width of the slit depends mainly on the internal 

diameter ol the sleeve and is lixed for the construction chosen. II the sleeve 

shifts over section d the Ilow re si stance increases quickly until it is locked by a 

rubber O-ring (6). Then, the CCR is closed. 

Cylinders 
The resistance calculations perlormed in this paper we re based on two cylinders 

(I and 11) with an external diameter over whole part c (0",) ol 33.23 mm and 

33.44 mm, respectively. Then, the height of the slit h," is equal to 0.375 mm 

and 0.27 mm, respectively. The eight holes in the cylinder have a diameter and 

length ol 5 mmo The move ment ol the sleeve was restricted to 35 mm 

maximally. Isl; is the position of the sleeve trom section a ta section d, where ISli = 
o at the border between sections band cresuiting in a positioning of the slit 

between -4 and 33 mmo 

Flow resis/ance 
The flow resistance of a given cylinder depends on the position of the sleeve: 

1. in the normal range the sleeve covers section band a part of section C, 

2. il the CCR is fully open the sleeve does not cover any part ol section b or c, 
and, 

3. in a transitional range the sleeve partly covers section b. 

11 Flow through the slit 
For calculations of flow resistances in a pipe it is important to define whether the 

flow is laminar or turbulent according to the Reynolds number. The Reynolds 

number (Re) is defined as: 

where: 
Pa;, 
Dhydr 

IJs;r 
V' 
A 

Re 

specific mass of air at room temperature, 1.205, in Kg.m·3
, 

hydraulic diameter of Ihe pipe, in mi 
dynamic viscosity of air, 18.3 106

, inPa.s, 
aid/ow, in L.s" 
cross-sectional area of flow, in m 2

• 

(5.1 ) 
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The hydraulic diameter is defined as: 

(5.2) 

where: 
Wp wetted-perimeter of the surface fA) through which the air flows, in m. 

The hydraulic diameter for the slit is equal to: 

(5.3) 

where: 
A$I; is the cross-sectlona! area of the slit, in m 2

, 

According to the Reynolds number the flow is mainly laminar for Re < 2000, 
whereas for Re> 2500 flow is fully turbulent. Using both cylinders the Reynolds 

number in the slit (Re"J is about 1250 at a flow of 1 L.s" according to equation 

5.1. Because flow is normally below 1.5 L.s' we assumed the flow to be laminar 

in the slit. The laminar flow resistance of the slit (R,';.',m' in kPa.s.L·') is given by 

(87,881: 

12*~. 1 .1. 
n 3 sb 

hS!i*DCYI 
(5.4) 

which results in a R,,;.',m for cylinders land 11 of 40'1", and 104.5'/,,, kPa.s.L·', 

respectively. 

2) CCR fully opened 

With the sleeve in position the resistance is low, because of the dimensions of 

the holes and eonnecting pipes. It is less than 0.06 kPa.s.L·'. 

3) Transitional zone 

We have no description in mathematical terms of the changes in flow resistances 

in the transitional zone for I,,; is -4 to 0 mmo The resistance (R,") at position /,,;= 0 

when the transitional zone is fully covered by the sleeve can be described by the 

Rohrer equation (65J 

(5.5) 

where: 
Co is re/aied to the lamlnar flow, in kPa.s.C1 

Cf is re/aied to the turbulent flow, in kPa.s2
.L,2 
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Figure 5.3: 
Flow tesistanees of the eeR as function of sleeve position ('s/) with expirator flow (V'ex'" 
and inspiratory flow (V'i,.) as parameters. Flow is changed trom 0.1 L.s" up to 1.0 L.s" 
to measure lhe inspiratory resistance and trom -0.1 L.s" down to -1.0 L.s" to measure 
expiratory resistance. 
Figure 5.38: cylinder /, in steps of 0.1 L.s·1

• 

Figure 5.3b: cylinder 11, in steps of 0.05 L.s". 
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Calibration 

The CCR was calibrated by connecting it to the different sides of a flow 

generator (59007, Mijnhardt, de Bilt, The Nether/ands), simu)ating inspiratory and 

expiratory flow. Flow was changed between 0.05 and 1.0 L.s' by changing the 

voltage on the flow generator and was measured with a pneumotachometer 

(Lilly, Jaeger, Würzburg, Germany and Va/idyne P45-transducer, Validyne, 

Northridge, USA). The pressure gradient over the CCR, measured with a pressure 

transducer (Celesco, Canoga Park, CA, USA), was divided by flow to determine 

flow resistance. The sleeve was gradually increased between -4 and 33 mm and 

for each sleeve position the flow and pressure we re stored in multiples of 0.5 

L.s". In Figure 5.3 A and B, for both elements the flow resistance is plotted as a 

function of the position of the sleeve for these different values of flow. From -4 

to 0 mm the sleeve gradually overlapped the holes, leading to a non-linear 

increase in pressure over the CCR. This non-linear rise continued with a linear 

increase if the slit was lengthened. 

V' (jJ 

firn) - - -

Rfn+1J - - e-
Lsli.n+ IJ 

Figure 5.4: 
Part of a two-dimensÎonal matrix of measured data. 
Iv' and IR: fractional distances. 

V'fi+1J 

, -. - - - - -
I Ls/i+ l,n+ 1} 
I 

Open circle: the resistance to be simulated (Rsid at a measured flow (V'), 
Closed circ/es: the nearest points I$"fi,n), 'sr,(; + l,n), 's,p,n + 1) and Is,/i + t,n + Ij. 
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Sleeve control 

The position of the sleeve has to be controlled accurately to establish a correct 

resistance. This control method was based on spline function techniques [89, 

901. The measurements of resistance as a function of position and flow we re 

converted to a matrix with position as a function of resistance and flow. A part 

of a two-dimensional matrix of measured data is shown in Figure 5.4. Resistance 

was positioned in rows (n) and flow in columns (I). This matrix conversion was 

performed with MA TLAB (The Math Works Inc, Natick, USA). The resistance 

increased from 0 to 6 kPa.s.L·' in steps of 0.05 kPa.s.L·' and flow was equally 

spaeed from 0.05 to 1.0 L.s" in steps of 0.05 L.s". Because the converted 

matrix was equally spaeed for resistance and flow, a standard linear interpola

tion technique could be used. To establish a flow resistance (R'im) at flow V', the 

nearest lower and higher rows and columns in the matrix are searched, as shown 

in Figure 5.4. For each pair of resistance and flow values the positions are 

known. Then, the fractional distance of R'im from the lowest nearest resistance 

value (fR) and the fractional distance of flow V' from the lowest nearest flow (fv') 

are calculated (eq. 6 and 7). The calculated position (/"I' in m) is obtained from 

equation 5.8. 

fv' = (VI-V/(/) I (V /(i+1)-V /{I)) 

'cal = [(In'; • (1-fR) + 'nd.l . fR) . (1-fv')] + 

[(In';" • (1-fR) + 'n. 1./. " fR) . fv'] 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

As flow is continuously changing and resistance depends on flow, this 

calculation is performed on~line real-time to position the sleeve such that Rsim is 

imposed. Not only flow but also the resistance R,;m is continuously changing 

during inspiration and expiration. 

RESULTS 

Resistance of the CeR 

For the same two cylinders with different dimensions the resistance was 

calculated and only the measured data bet ween ',,, = 5 and I,,, = 33 mm we re 

considered (Figure 5.5) and fitted to equation 5.9. 

(5.9) 
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The coefficients Co and c, describe the resistanee at extrapolated position I,!; = 0 
and c2' and c3 describe_ the position-dependent resistance ol the slit. For both 
cylinders the litted data from the measurements as caleulated in aecordance with 
equation 5.9 are given in Table 5.1. 

o 

Figure 5.5: 
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Measured flow resistances in the stil for 'Sli = 5 - 33 mmo The resistance /ines for '$Ij = 0 
up to 33 mm, are fitted according to equation 9. 

Table 5.1: Resistance in the slit. 

Cylinder Co c, c, cJ 

kPa.s.l·' kPa.s'.l·' kPa.s.l·'.m·' kPa.s'.l".m·' 

I Insp. ·0.0218 0.5457 37.8 1.6 

Exp. ·0.0055 0.4898 35.1 3.7 

11 Insp. ·0.5709 0.8443 103.4 15.3 

Exp. ·0.5775 0.7835 103.2 8.7 

The resistances ol the slit per unit ol length, calculated according to equations 
5.4 were 41.0 and 104.5 kPa.s.L·'.m·' lor cylinders land 11, respectively. These 
values can be compared with the eoefficient c, ol equation 5.9. 
In Figure 5.6 the change in flow resistances versus sleeve length is shown, 
starting at a sleeve length of I,,, = 5 mm, where the measured pressure gradients 
tor IS1i ~ 5 were diminished with the pressure gradient at position /S/1 = 5 mmo 
When these data we re fitted to the position-dependent components e2 and c, ol 
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equation 5.9, including a correction for the shift of I," there was a slight 
difference in calculated values, as given in Table 5.2. 

Figure 5.6: 

~~--~O~--~S~~'~O--~'S~--2~O~~2~S--~W~~~' 
S!eeve positIon Irrvnl 

Change in measured flow resistances ril resistance} between 'SI; = 5 and to 33 mm. Ta 
ca/cu/ate flow resistance (he measured pressure gradients for /SI1 ~ 5 were diminished 
with the pressure gradient at I" = 5 mmo V'"' from 0.05 up to 1.0 L..'. 

Table 5.2: Resistance change in the last part of the slit. 

Cylinder R$fiIMI C, cJ 

kPa.s.l".m·' kPa.s.l".m·' kPa.s'.l·'.m·' 

I 41.0 Insp. 39.1 1.2 

Exp. 35.0 5.1 

11 104.5 Insp. 98.2 28.0 

Exp. 97.8 15.8 

Time response 

The maximum speed of the sleeve is 200 mm.". Based on the values in Table 
5.1 for cylinders land 11, th is will result in a maximal resistance change of 7.62 
and 21.10 kPa.s.L·' per second at a flow of 0.1 L.s", and 9.04 and 23.24 per 
second at a flow of 1 .0 L.s". At low values of 1", the maximal range in resistance 
per second will be larger due to the turbulence in the holes and the first part of 

the slil. When R"m was stepwise changed between 0.5 and 1.5 kPa.s/L at a 
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constant flow of 0.5 L.s" (Figure 5.7), the calculated resistance response was 
12 kPa.s.L·' per second. 
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Figure 5.7: 
The two upper curves show the imposed constant flow and imposed res/stance (Rsitr! 
wh/eh was stepwise changed trom 0.5 to 1.5 and back. The ca/cu/ated sleeve positlon 
and measured res/stance are glven in (he two lawel Curves. 

Resistance control 
Totest the accuracy of resistance control we connected the CCR to a vacuum 
cleaner. The resistance (R,lm) was initially set at 0.5 kPa.s.L·' and changed to 1.5 
kPa.s.L·'. For each resistance value the flow was sinusoidally changed between 
-1 and 1 L.s" (Figure 5.8A). The position of the sleeve was calculated with the 
spline function algorithms. For this calculation all flows between -0.05 and 
o L.s" and between 0 and 0.05 L.s" were set to 0.05 and -0.05 L.s", 
respectively. This had to be done because this was the lowest value of the 
matrix. Figure 5.8A shows that for flows between -0.1 and 0.1 L.s" the position 
is constant. For R'lm = 0.5 kPa.s.L·' the position of the sleeve changed between 
o and 5 mm while for R,'m = 1.5 kPa.s.L·' it changed between 7 and 14 mmo 
The resistance derived from measured pressure gradient and flow is unstable for 
low flows due to the large influence of small flow variations on the derived 
resistance value. The relation between flow and pressure gradient is shown in 
Figure 5.88. The two straight lines a and b for R'lm are and 1.5 kPa.s.L·', 
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respectively, show that the CCR is able to keep the resistance constant at the 

set value. 

DISCUSSION 

The mathematical description of the resistance of the slit prediets the range of 

the resistance with a known h,!! and thus prediets the diameter D,,! of the 

cylinder which is needed to set a required resistance range. The flow resistance 

at the fully open position of the sleeve is the lowest value of the resistance range 

which can be controlled by the CCR. The flow dependence of the resistance was 

mainly caused by the transitional zone, i.e. the area where the sleeve gradually 

covered the side holes in the cylinder. The turbulent resistance in this transitional 

zone caused the sleeve to be moved over a relatively large distance to keep the 

flow resistance constant at different flows. During the expiration at higher flows 

there was a flow dependenee in the tirst 5 mm of the slit. At larger slit lengths 

all resistance lines were almost in parallel, indicating only a minor effect of 

turbulence. The irregularities in the straight part of the resistance lines might be 

due to a slight variability in the imposed flows and depenoent pressure gradients, 

whieh have a relative large effect on the ealeulated resistanee at low flow 

values. 

The interpolation method based on the matrix (Figure 5.4) controlled the CCR 

satisfactorily. The integration function in the controller redueed the difference 

between measured and simulated resistance, but introduced instabilities in the 

calculated position of the sleeve at low flow values (Figure 5.8, panel 3). 

The rate of change in resistance during normal breathing and artificial 

ventilation was not more than 3 kPa.s.L" per second aecording to body 

plethysmographic tracings (78) and 8 kPa.s.L" per second in patients with 

airflow obstruction and flow limitation (91). The speed of the sleeve was 

adequate to simulate such conditions, since the maximal speed was 12 kPa.s.L" 

per second. For simulation of sudden collapse of airways, this resistance device 

will be too slow. 

If the sleeve would be positioned over section d the resistance of the CCR 

increased quickly to infinity (not shown in the Figuresl. This function ean be used 

in specific circumstances when flow has to be stopped. 

An improvement of the CCR would be a reduction of its dependenee on flow, 

probably due to the turbulenee in the transitional zone between -5 and 0 mmo 

Therefore we will reshape this part of the cylinder to lower this turbulence. An 

extension of its applicability could be obtained by using cylinders with a 

ehanging, instead of a constant, diameter of section C. If during increasing slit 

length the diameter of the cylinder inereases, the increase in flow resistance at a 
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given speed will be larger_ On the one hand, it will improve the time response, 

but on the other hand it will result in a decrease in accuracy. A distribution of 

different diameters along the cylinder will enable a specific relation between 

pressure, position and flow. 
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Figure 5.8: 
Left: recardings of imposed flow (V'), imposed resistance (Rsirri, measured pressure 

(Pc,), measured position of the sleeve (lsli.,) and ca/cu/a led resistance (Re",,) 
againsl time. 

Right plot of the pressure over the CCR lP,,) against flow. 

CONCLUSION 

The eeR can be used in a computer-controlled lung model to simulate lung 

pathology. The eeR proved to be a flexible device to be used in situations where 

a constant flow resistance, or a flow resistance with a patlern which had to be a 

function of other variables, is needed. 





CHAPTER 6 

A NEW APPROACH 
TO MECHANICAL SIMULATION OF LUNG BEHAVIOUR 

AFM Verbraak, PR Rijnbeek, JEW Beneken, JM Bogaard, AVersprille 

INTRODUCTION 

The complexity of the respiratory system demands simplified models to simulate 

its physical behaviour by either mathematical equations or mechanical 

components. The translation of physiological behaviour to mechanical 

components can be difficult, because the biological relationships often are non· 

linear and usually imply an interaction between different components. However, 

a mechanical model is needed if real measurements are to be simulated for 

testing lung function equipment, for evaluation of interactions between software 

and such equipment, and for instruction and educational purposes. Modelling in 

mathematical terms implies simulation of specific lung pathology by sets of 

defined parameters 16, 60, 92). Mechanical simulation of the lung by means of a 

composition of one or more components 113, 83, 84, 93·98) is usually less 

flexible than mathematical simulation. Several authors (99, 100) simulated 

spontaneous breathing by an industrial servo·controlled volume simulator (Dräger 

AG). The pressure in the model was equal to the pres su re calculated according to 

the resistances and compliancies incorporated in the model. In the Gainesville 

Anaesthesia Simulator (101, 102) computer·controlled compliance was used by 

means of pressure·regulated forces on a bellows. 

In a previous study (Chapter 4) we developed a mechanical lung model in 

which lung volume patlerns of patients we re simulated by a computer·controlled 
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piston displacement [83, 841. This mechanicallung model had severallimitations, 

mainly inherent to the dynamic properties of the mechanical system: irregularities 

in the pressure and volume signals by slip-stick effe cts; unsatisfactory 

representation of airway resistance; and a Iimited range in lung compliance. 

Moreover, it could not simulate the artificially ventilated patient. 

In this chapter we present a Computer-Controlled Lung Model (CCL-21 in which 

the integration of hardware and software is extended to offer new possibilities 

and which eliminates many disadvantages of the previous model. 

METHODS 

Mathematical model 
In this paper the physical features of the lung, to be described in mathematical 

terms, are called elements and the mechanical parts, which simulate an element, 

are named cowoooents. 

For purposes of modelling, the pulmonary system has to be simplified to 

elements which represent specific physical features of the lung. These elements 

are valid for defined conditions only. The currently used mathematical model is 

based on the serial model of chapter 3 (Figure 3.11. consisting of one alveolar 

compartment connected to ambient air by a tube representing the airways [781. 

This tube consists of three parts in series, representing the small airways and the 

upper airways with the compressible airways in between. The lung volume (V,I is 

the volume of the alveolar compartment and the volume of the airways together. 

In th is model we omit the influence of volume changes of the compressible 

airways on V,. The elastic behaviour of the alveolar compartment is described by 

lung compliance (C,I and resistance of the compressible airways is a function of 

transmural pressure. 

We extended the previous mathematical model [781 (Chapter 31 with: 

1. statie complianee of the thorax (C .. ), 

2. dynamic compliance of lung and thorax together, 

3. a computer-controlled resistance to simulate airway resistances, and 

4. effects of cardiac actions on airflow, often called cardiac oscillations. 

Statie compliance 

In our previous mathematical model [781 (Chapter 3), lung pressure was Iinearly 

related to lung volume. In the new model we insert a mathematical description of 

the pressure-volume (PV) curve [103), which was an extension of an exponential 

model described by Salazar [104), according to: 



where: 
V, 
VmaK 

k 
P, 
Po 
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lung volume, in L 
maximum volume fasymptote of the exponential equation), in L 
index of curvature, in kPB'! 
reeoil pressure of the lung, in kPa,' 
intercept on (he pressure 8xis at VL is 0, in kPa 

(6.1 ) 

We describe the elastic behaviour of the chest wall according to (1 05J: 

where: 

C" 
P" 
TLerer 

VL = C'h * P,h + 0.8 * nC,el (6.2) 

thorax compliance, in L.kPaol 

elastic pressure due to (horade eage camp/iance, in kPa 
predicted va/ue of Tata/ Lung Capacity, i.e. (he volume in the lung af ter a 
maxima! inspiration, in L 

The equations 6.1 and 6.2, which represent lung and thorax separately, are 

combined to derive the volume relationship of the total respiratory system (C,,). 

At all lung volumes a balance in pressures is present between P" alveolar 

pressure (PA), P'h and pressure exerted by the muscles (Pm,,) according to 

(6.3) 

The pressure-volume relationships of the lung (F,), the thorax (Fth ), and the lung 

and thorax together (F,,) are shown in Figure 6.1. This type of presentation of 

the pressure-volume relations of lung, thorax and respiratory system was first 

described by Rahn et al. (1061. The lung volume, where the counteracting 

pressures P, and Pth are equal, is the volume at normal end-expiration (zero 

airflow) and is called the functional residual capacity (FRC). Normally the 

pressure-volume relationship of the thorax wil! have a more flattened course, 

close to residual volume and total lung capacity. This simplification has no 

consequences in explaining the fundamentals of the new approach in order to 

simulate lung compliancies. If better mathematical equations, which describe this 

flattening, become available, they can be implemented as such. For the 

simulation presented in Figure 6.1 we used values which represented respiratory 

mechanics in patients with emphysema (105,107,108]. 
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Figure 6.1: 
Rahn-diagram: 
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Indicated are the pressure-volume diagram for chest wall IF,,), lung IF), and 
lung and thorax together IF,j, with respectively P"" P, and Pp , on Ihe X-axis 
and V( on the Y-axis. 

Values for this simulatfon: 
Po= 0.0 kPa; k = -2.0 kPa"; Vm,,= 6.0 L; TLC",= 6.0 L; C" = 4.8 L/kPa. 

Dynamic complianee 

When pressure, volume and Iloware measured at the outlet time-related effe cts 
can be observed which are due to the parallel [60J, the series gas distribution 
model [109J and the visco-elastic model [110, 1111. The effect ol parallel 
inhomogeneity is most pronounced in clinical routine. Similowsky [112J 
demonstrated that with respect to pressure, volume and Ilow measured at the 
outlet, no distinction could be made between those three causes. In mathemati
cal terms one effect can be redelined into another. Because mechanical 
simulation needs the availability ol one lung component and two more resistance 
components we simulated the time-related effects by means ol the visco-elastic 

model. 
The compliance ol the lung is not purely elastic as described by equations 6.1 

and 6.2. Tissue properties ol lung and thorax cause that the recoil pressure is 
not only a lunction ol volume, but also ol lung volume history. In literature this 
ellect was modelled by incorporating visco-elastic [110, 111, 113, 114J or 
plasto-elastic [115-117J elements in parallel with the components representing 
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static elastance. Visco-elasticity depends on the rate ol change in pressure, while 
plasto-elastic elements are used to describe the effect ol a counteracting 
pressure, which occurs when a certain threshold in the pressure is reached. 
Because visco-elasticity is most appropriate lor describing the mechanical 
behaviour ol the respiratory system we implement visco-elasticity to demonstrate 
the ability ol simulating these kinds ol lung behaviour with the mechanical 
model. The model with only elastic and visco-elastic elements as described by 
Similowsky [1121 is given in Figure 6.2(top). The visco-elastic effects we re 
implemented as a Maxwell body, in parallel with the elasticity ol the lungs (EL) 

and the airway re si stance (RL)' The Maxwell body consists ol an elastic element 
(Em,,) in series with a viscous element (dashpot) (Rm,,). The elastic elements and 
dashpot are the mechanical representations lor the elastic and dissipative 
(resistances) effects in the lung model. In electrical terms they can be modelled 
as a capacitor and resistor. A parallel or serial connection ol these elements 
results in time-related responses. Compliance is delined as the reciprocal ol 

elastance. 

Figure 6.2: 
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Top: The visca-e!astic ,he%gie model with elastance EL and resistance RL for the 
lung and elastance Emxb and resistance Rmxb for the Maxwell body. PA is the 
a/veolar pressure in the lung and VL is lung volume. 

Bottom: The volume change of (he lung (IJVL) as function of time ft) af ter a stepwise 
change in PA of I kPa: Normallung, EL = 1.44 kPa.C' and 
Em" = 0.49 kPa.C' (dot/ed line) and for the lung with COPD, 
EL = 1.29 kPa.c' and Em" = 0.87 kPa.L-I Icontinuous line). 
Rmxb = 1.928 kPa,s,C' in bath types of lungs. 
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A sudden pressure increase in the lungs extends both elastic elements, resulting 

in a sudden volume increase (LlV;n;,) according to equation 6.4. 

(6.4) 

After this initial volume increase an overall relaxation of Rm •• follows, allowing 

the Em •• to shorten resulting af ter infinite time in a total volume change (LlVMd) 

according to eq. 6.5. 

t = 00 ; 

PA 
llV d ~ -en E 

L 
(6.5) 

The change trom LlVinit to LlVend accurs as an exponential time course depending 

on the constant values of Eu Emxb and Rmxbo Because PA is measured inside the 

CCL-2 instead of being calculated from the pressure drop over the airways, RL 

could be omitted in the calculations. The total volume change as function of time 

is given by equations 6.6 and 6.7. 

t > 0 (6.6) 

(6.7) 

In Figure 6.2(bottom) for a 1 kPa change in PA at time t = 0, the change in 

volume is indicated for a normal lung and a lung with chronic obstructive 

pulmonary disease (COPDl. The values for the elastic and viscous elements for 

lung and thorax together are extracted from the paper of Guerin et al. (118). 

Airway resistances 
The resistance of the compressible element (R,) represents the airflow resistance 

in those airway generations which are susceptible to the changes in transmural 

pressure, which is defined as intrabronchial pressure minus pleural pressure and 

is located at the transition between the small airways and the compressible 

element. As in a previous study [78] (Chapter 3), the resistance is calculated 

from a mathematical relationship between volume of the compressible element, 

transmural pressure and PL' 
The airflow resistance of small airways (R,) is assumed to be constant; the 

resistance of the upper airways (R) has a linear (K,) and quadratic (K2 ) term 

which are used to describe laminar and turbulent flow [65]. 
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The pressure over the small airways (LlP,) as a lunction ol the Ilow (V'L) is 
calculated lrom 

(6.8) 

and that in the upper airways (LlPu) lrom 

Pu = Ru * V 'L = (K, + K, * IV 'L I J * V'L (6.9) 

Volume disturbances 

Effects Irom outside the lung and thoracic wall can be simulated with the new 

model il their inlluence on lung volume can be described in mathematical terms. 
We implement cardiac oscillations in the pressure and airflow signals (118). In 
many patients such oscillations occur in phenomena related to gas exchange as 
weil as mechanical properties. In the mechanical model volume changes due to 

cardiac oscillations are superimposed on the volume pattern calculated Irom lung 
elasticity and visco·elasticity. 

Mechanical construction 
The mechanical lung is constructed in a modular way to lacilitate the exchange 

ol different components. It has a set-up similar to the theoretical model, one 
alveolar compartment (VA) connected to ambient air by a tube system 
representing the airways (Figure 6.3). The modul ar tube system consists ol 

exchangeable resistance components (Rs,c, Rc.c and Ru,cL corresponding ta the 

resistance elements ol the small airways (R,). the compressible airways (R,) and 
the upper airways (R) ol the mathematical model, respectively. 

Alveolar component 

The lung volume is simulated by means ol a modilied version ol our previous 
piston assembly (841 (Chapter 4). In the new set-up the space between the th ree 
bellows is used as the lung compartmen\. Both bellows are a remainder ol the 

previous mechanical model in which they we re used as lung compartments. In 
the new model they are used to change the offset ol VL" by hand. Dynamic 
volume changes (1. 5 L maximally) are imposed by the displacement ol the piston 
under computer control. The electro-mechanical servo-control system ol the 
piston consists ol a motor (Mavl'lor, model 600, France). a se rvo-controller 

(lnfranor, model 90/20, France) and a custom-made control unit, The position ol 

the piston is sensed by a potentiometer (T3 ). attached to the piston. Two optical 
switches (S, and S2) at the two extreme positions ol the piston limit the 

movement range ol the piston. Both bellows have a conducting rod, T, and T2 , 

respectively, which are attached to their aluminum bottom plate. The pressure in 
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the lung compartment (PA) is continuously monitored (Pressure transducer, 

Validyne, USA), in order to prevent damage. 

Piston 

I 
Figure 6.3: 
Schema tic diagram for the hydraulic model set-up. 

The elastic properties of the lung are simulated by appropriate steering of the 
piston (Figure 6.4). When the pressure in the lung compartment changes due to 

inspiration or expiration, the software controlled electro-mechanical servo-system 
adapts the Vi., such that at each moment the pressure-volume relations are 
satisfied (equation 6.1 and 6.2). For PAo = 0 the volume of the model (Vi) is 

equal to FRC while for PAo > 0 the lung volume Vi" will increase to FRC + 
LWi", which is the volume at which pressure and volume are in accordance with 
the PV-curve. For pressures below zero the volume will be below FRC, 

Compressible component 

The compressible part of the airways is simulated by a component (CCR) of 

which the flow resistance is controlled by a computer. The CCR contains a 
cylinder over which a canister of unequal diameter is shifted, which results in a 
cylindrical slit. functioning as a flow resistance depending on a constant width 

and acontrolled length of the slit. The length position of the canister with 
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respect to the cylinder is controlled by a computer. The resistance R,., of this 

component is achieved by forcing the flow through the slit. The pressure over 

the slit depends on the length, height and width of the slit and on the magnitude 

of the flow itsel!. The computer controls the length of the slit such th at the 

proper resistance value is simulated. The width and height determine the overall 

resistance range. Spline-function interpolation techniques (89, 90J are used to 

calculate the correct control signal for the CCR according to a specific resistance 

value. At each moment the R,., is set to be equal to R,. A detailed description of 

construction, control and dynamic behaviour of the device is described in 

Chapter 5. The flow is measured at one side of the CCR. 

Smal/ and upper resistance components 

The sm all and upper airways are simulated by the components R,., and Ru., 

corresponding to the elements R, and Ru, respectively. They are modelled in three 

different ways: 

1. The resistance components Rs,c and RI.I,c are simulated separately, as in our 

previous mechanical model (84J (Chapter 4). For each imposed resistance a 

specific component had to be made, which restricted the flexibility of 

simulation. Four resistances we re made: 2.07, 1.07, 0.43, and 0.19 kPa.s/L. 

We have no components to simulate the turbulent factor K2 • 

2. The resistances R, and Ru can be added to the calculated R, and the total 

value (R,) is used to control the CCR. Thus, CCR is used to simulate all 

resistance elements together, increasing the flexibility in simulating the 

resistances of lower and upper airways. Furthermore, the turbulent resistance 

of the upper airways can be implemented by incorporating this aspect in the 

equations of R" 
3. The third method combined the two previous methods. Part of the total 

resistance is simulated with a constant resistanc6, whereas the remaining part 

is simulated by the CCR. 

Computer-Con trol 

The electro-mechanical components of the mechanical lung model are controlled 

by a personal computer (Intel 80486, 66 MHz). A software package using Turbo 

Pascal (Borland Internationallnc., Scotts Val/ev, CA, USA) is developed, allowing 

many functions including: 

selection of different simulation methods, 

input of parameters for the PV-relations for lung and thorax, 

defined moments to set a digital output port to control extern al equipment, 

selection of breathing patterns measured in patients or artificially generated, 
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sequence and repetition number of patlerns, minute volume, inspiration and 
expiration time, and 

many signals and variables that can be stored on disk for later analysis. 

(A) P>O 

(B) v P>O 

(C) v P>O 

Figure 6.4: 
Simulation of elastic behaviour by means of computer-controlled displacement. 
A the volume for the lung with PA = 0 and PA > 0 
B volume for a model with compliance simulated by means of a spring 
C the same is given for the computer-controlled mechanica! lung model. The lung 

volume wjll be equal to VA for PA = 0 while for PA > 0 the lung volume wil/ be 
increased to VA + LlVA• The PC ca/cu/a led (he steering signa! UL to position the 
piston 

A/veo/ar component 

The control of the piston during passive simulation is the most challenging part 

to simulate lung compliance. In order to simulate lung complianee properly at 
each moment the position of the piston has to be such th at measured PAo and 
controlled volume V

"
, are in accordance with equations 6.1 and 6.2. For a 

constant gas amount a change of Vi" imposed by the piston results in a change 
in PAo in accordance with the Law of Boyle-Guy-Lussac yielding: 
PA". V,./CP/CvJ = constant. The factor (cp/cv) is taken equal to 1.2. Thus, for a 

constant gas amount the new position of the piston, V,., ' can be calculated. 
Because flow enter or leave the alveolar compartment the condition of a constant 

gas amount is not valid. We approximate the relation for the change in gas 
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amount through measurement of airflow at the inletloutlet of the mechanical lung 

model. The mathematically defined movement of the piston enables the 

mechanical simulation of a complex relationship between pressure and volume in 

lung pathology. The computer calculates the speed of piston move ment from the 

difference between the measured and the required position. 

The model can be used either to simulate active breathing or artificial 

ventilation. The steering of the model is called active if the movement of the 

piston is determined by the software. Passive steering is used for movement of 

the piston according to the PV-curve and measured PA' We distinguished three 

methods to control the piston: 

1. during active use of the mechanical model (CCLA), the move ment of the piston 

imposes the patlerns, obtained from breathing patlerns of patients or with 

special patlerns defined in the software. This type of simulation is similar to 

that in our previous mechanical model (841 (Chapter 4). 

2. during passive use of the lung model (CCLp), the movement of the piston is 

based on the pressure in the lung volume component PA,< and the mathemati

cally defined PV-curve, measured flow and the law of Boyle-Guy-Lussac. 

During inflation PA,o is imposed by the ventilator, while during expiration it 

depends on the elasticity and expiratory flow resistance of the lung model and 

the tubing of the ventilator. 

3. an active use during inspiration and a passive use during expiration is also 

modelled. This is a simulation of normal breathing where an active inspiration 

is followed by an expiration in absence of muscle activity. This allows to 

study characteristic features during expiration without the need to impose an 

inflation by means of a ventilator. 

Compressible component 

At each moment the resistance of the compressible component R,., had to be set 

as the resistance values of the compressible element R,. The transmural pressure 

lP tm) used for this calculation is derived from the pressure gradient over the small 

airway (L!P,) and lung recoil pressure, PI., (equation 6.1). Pre?sure D.P", is not 

measured but obtained trom jjps,c = Rs * Vee. As mentioned above, the Rc.c ean 

be combined with the resistance components for the small and upper airways, 

R", and Ru,,' Then the steering signal (U,) for the CCR is calculated from R,., and 

V",. 
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APPLICATIONS 
The potentials of the mechanical model are iIIustrated by three examples. 

Simulatian of artificial ventilation 

In a patient study on mechanical ventilation we needed to contral the expiration 
phase to study its effect on effeetiveness of ventilation. We simulated the 
ventilation of this patient study with our mechanical model, to develop the 
pragrams for contral of the equipment which controlled the patient's expiration. 
We used a mechanica I ventilator (900G, Siemens-Elema, Solna, Sweden) to 
ventilate the mechanical model. Special types of expiratory patlerns were applied 
by contral of the PEEP valve. The patient's values for compliance and resistance 
were introduced in the mechanical model. The tracheal pressure during expiration 
had to be controlled to follow a patlern according to the equation: 

where: 
Prlt) 

PlO) 
PT,end 

Ncurve 

te"p 

(6.10) 

tracheal pressure in the mechanical model, idenUcal to control/ed pressure at 
time t during the expiration 
tracheal pressure at the beginning of expiration 
desired tracheal end-expiratory pressure 
curvature of pressure pattern 
total expiration time 

The curve was concave for Ncurve < 1 and convex for NcufVe > 1. In the example 

given in Figure 6.5, N'UN' was chosen equal to 2. Tidal volume, frequency and 
minute volume we re controlled by settings of the servo-ventilator. The sequence 
of events is given in Figure 6.5a. During part 1 there is mechanical ventilation 
with spontaneous expiration. The expiratory flow patlern depends on the PV 

characteristics of lung and thorax and the expiratory flow resistance. During 
inflation the expiration valve of the ventilator was closed. During expiration, 
when the expiration valve was open, a normal exponential decrease in flow and 
pressure through connecting tubes and ventilator resulted. 
In part 2 inspiration volume and time were the same as in part 1, but during 
expiration the time course of PT was determined by computer control of the PEEP 
valve. The slope of this course was controlled according to equation 6.10. 
During the first breaths less air could leave the lung during expiration, causing an 
increase in lung volume and alveolar (and tracheal) pressure to a level that 
balanced expiratory to inspiratory volume. The increase in volume and pressure 
depended on the compliance of the respiratory system. The new equilibrium was 
characterized by an increase in end-expiratory volumet end-expiratory pressure 
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and peak tracheal pressure. The sudden opening of valve at end-expiration 

causes disturbances to V".e and pu.e. Figure 6.58 shows the complianee curve 

for the same period as in Figure 6.5A. During phase 2 a shift occurred to higher 

volumes and pressures. The non-linear shape of this curve and small distur

bances during the opening and closing of the valves can be seen. 
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part 1 part2 

Figure 6.5: 
Simulation of artificial ventilation. Ouring part 1 the PEEP va/ve in the ventilator is not 
active while dUf/ng part 2 fthe expirationJ the PEEP va/ve is controlled such that a 
preprogrammed pattern of Pt, is imposed. On the left signals Vee' V'l,CI PA.c and Pv are 
plotted against time. On the right PA,c versus Vl,c is shown. 

Simulation of patterns 
In this example the values for volume and airflow resistance of the mechanical 

lung model, Vee and Rt.e respectively, we re calculated with the mathematical 

equations described before (921 (Chapter 3) in the following way: the parameters 

were set for an emphysematic patient. A sinusoidal pressure signal was used in 

the mathematical serial lung model as we did previously (Chapter 3). 8ased on 

th is pressure signal the mathematical serial lung model calculated V, and the 

resistances R" Re and Ru which were combined to give the total resistance Rt. 
These calculated signals we re stored on disk. Then the signals V, and Rt we re 

used to calculate the signals Vee and Rt.e to control the piston and CCR, 
respectively. The flow-pressure relationship calculated with the mathematical 
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equations is shown in the upper part of Figure 6.6. In the lower part the flow and 

pressure measured in the mechanical lung model is plotted. 

In future, the mathematical equations for serial lung model can be implemented 

in the software of the mechanical model itself. 
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Figure 6.6: 
Simulation of a ca/cu/ated PA - V'L curve (a) and the PA,a· V'ce (b) curve measured trom 
(he mechanica! model. 

Visca-e/asticity and cardiac influences 

Figure 6.7 is an example of the simulation of artificial ventilation when both the 

visco-elastic properties and the effect of cardiac contractions are activated. The 

time constant is equal to 2 seconds and the ratio between LlVinil and L1Vend was 

set to 0.7. In this simulation we also modelled cardiac oscillation. Because we 

could not find an appropriate reference in literature, it was simulated as a sine 

wave volume variation with a beat duration of 0.5 s in each 1-second period and 

an amplitude of 50 mI. For the passive inflation a mechanical ventilator (900G, 

Siemens-Elema, Sa/na, Sweden) was used. After the second expiration the pause 

was prolonged by activating an expiratory-hold procedure in the 900C. 

DISCUSS(ON AND CONCLUSIONS 

In literature on mechanical lung modeis, the behaviour was generallY entirely 

defined by their structure [8, 94-96, 1191. In some models components which 
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simulated airway resistance or compliance could be changed [13, 92, 971. The 

simulation of non-linear compliancies we re hardly possible with such fixed 

components, because non-linear springs with appropriate length-pressure 

relations were needed. 
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Figure 6.7: 
Visco-elasticity and cardiac effects. Signals PA.c and VL•c are plotted against time. Ouring 
the second breath the inspiratory pause period is prolonged by means of the inspiratory 
hold button on the ventilator. No manual interaction wlth the CCL-2 program is 
performed. 

With the new model many limitations of earlier models are eliminated. The 

intense integration of computer program and mechanical components enable a 

large flexibility in simulation of variables and their physiologic and pathologie 

relationships. Thus, properties of the mechanical components in the model can 

be changed via the mathematical relations in the software in order to change the 

parameter settings without changing the construction of the mechanical model, 

even from one breath to another. In this way complianee of the lung and 

resistance of the compressible component can be changed. Time-dependent 

mechanisms can now be implemented, e.g. viscosity and cardiac effects. These 

aspects of mechanical modelling are not described in literature sa faro With the 
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new approach it will be possible to incorporate muscle activity during simulation 

of artificial ventilation. 

We showed the applicability of the new model in three examples. The model is 

suitable to simulate artificial ventilation. Although we only demonstrated the 

effect of additional expiratory resistances resulting in an increase of end

expiratory volume and end·expiratory pressure, many other parameters of 

ventilatory patlern could be tested. In the second example, the model 

satisfactorily simulated a complex breathing patlern as seen in patients, with 

proper resistances during inspiration and expiration. In the last example, we 

demonstrated the implementation of time·related phenomena such as cardiac 

oscillations. Such implementation in a mechanical model is useful to test the 

sensitivity of computer programs for this type of disturbance. Furthermore, for 

purposes of instruction to students or lung function technicians the model should 

be as realistic as possible. 

There are some constraints with respect to inertia and statie volumes. The 

inertia caused a small delay between the imposed position of the piston and the 

actual position leading to an opening (hysteresis) of the PV·curves !Figure 6.b). 

This delay had no disadvantages for the simulations, because in patients similar 

types of hysteresis accur. These effects will probably be reduced by improve

ment of the electra·mechanical servo·system and the software. In the new 

model, pleural pressure is not present as a physical variabie but is calculated 

during the simulation and presented as an electrical signal through DA· 
conversion. 

The importance of reliable mechanical models of the lung and thorax system 

will gradually increase. Especially during development and calibration of new 

instruments (hardware or software) an extensive testing is necessary before 

clinical use. The new model allows to perform these tests on simulated 

conditions of a broad spectrum of pulmonary pathology. 



CHAPTER 7 

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS 

DATA PROCESSING 

At the present time, most lung function measurements at the lung function 

laboratory are processed on-line_ Throughout the years the basic set-up of the 
programs has not been changed_ Commercial equipment including automatic data 

processing is more and more available now for several types of measurements. 
We have connected such equipment (Jaeger, Würzburg, Germany) to the 
laboratory network. The implementation of th at equipment into the network is 
needed to integrate the results of the measurements and other administrative 

procedures. 
Throughout the years the data processing facilities and developed software 

were used for many research projects at the department of Pulmonary Diseases, 

which resulted in several papers (45, 47, 76, 103, 120-128J and theses 

(129-134J. 
Implementation of measurements, lor which devices are not commercially 

available, and development ol new techniques will be needed to offer new 

inlormation about the lung pathology ol a patient. Furthermore, the development 
of lung function techniques for care of intensive care patients is ol increasing 

interest. 
Up to now, the medical information ol a patient is primarily stored on a paper

based patient record. At the moment the paper-based records contain much more 
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information than the information stored in the HlS. Much information is 

generated in a way that can not vet be stored in the HlS. However, the recent 

network and software capabilities enable increasing possibilities for integration of 

information present in the HlS database, as weil as information from other 

locations. At the department of Pulmonary Diseases this is done for the images 

of bronchoscopie measurements and numerical and graphical presentation of lung 

function results. 

Modelling 

The application to the complex serial model, as described in Chapter 3, for the 

analysis of body plethysmographic variables measured at patients is not vet 

possible because the signals measured are too sensitive to disturbances. 

Moreover, the lung pathology of a patient is far more complex than modelled by 

the serial model. Further research is needed to improve the analysis of body 

plethysmographic variables. The parameter estimation techniques, used for that 

study, we re adapted to analyze compliance and provocation measurements [103, 

134-1381. 

A mechanical model to simulate active breathing is described in Chapter 4 . 

This model was inflexible to change compliance and flow resistance and could 

not be used to simulate artificially ventilated patients. Therefore, a further 

development was needed, as is described in Chapter 5 and 6. This new 

mechanical modelling technique implies the computer controlled flow resistance 

of Chapter 5 and the mechanical model of Chapter 4. It was demonstrated that 

the new approach functions much better. Because the mechanical model 

described in Chapter 4 was not designed for the approach as described in 

Chapter 6 a new piston assembly was designed (Figure 7.1). This technical 

development was performed in cooperation with technicians from the CID and 

Eltromat (Zevenbergen, The Netherlands). The development of new software is in 

progress. 

The most pronounced differences with respect to the previous mechanical model 

(Chapter 4 and 6) are the following: 

1. the maximal volume change is increased from 1.2 L to almast 5 L, to be able 

to simulate a change in FRC level, e.g. an increase of lung volume due to 

increased expiratory resistance in artificially ventilated patients. 

2. two rolling-seal membranes are used instead of the concertina bellows to get 

a stiff construction necessary for the simulation of the complianee. 

3. the use of a ball-screw spline (NS1616A, THK-CO., Tokva, Japan) 

incorporated in the hallawaxis of a servo-motor (HW300, Kern, Friedrichs

haven, Germanv), enables a compact construction for driving the piston. 
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Figure 7.1: 
A schema tic view of the new mechanical lung model. 1) outlet and connection to 
computer-controlled resistance, 2) End-stop, 3) rolling seal (two times), 4) piston, 5) 
vacuum connection for proper functioning of bath rolling seal membranes, 6) balf-screw, 

7) hollow-axis motor, and 8) axis. 
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4. the displacement of the piston is sensed by maans of an encoder and has an 
accuracy of about 5 *1 0.3 L. 

5. maximum displacement is designed to ba at least 10 L.s' and the acceleration 
to more than 200 L.s". 

6. the electronic components are renewed and in general based on commercially 
available equipment; power supply (PSS-12/400R, Elmo, Petah-tikva, Israe/) 

and amplifier (NBA2.5/400RE, Elmo, Petah-tikva, Israe/) , encoder (59, Eleis, 

Collegno, Italy). motion controller (DMC-1020, Galil Motion Control Ine., 

Sunnyvale, California) and pressure transducer (LCVR-100, Celeseo, USA). 

Application of the mechanlcal model 

The different techniquas described in this thesis will be used in a study which is 

devoted to the development of techniques to establish a maximal expiratory flow 
in artificially ventilated patients with severe COPD. This will be done by changing 
the resistance of the outlet during the expiration. This will require complex 
techniques to identify the optimal paUern for controlling the expiratory 
resistance. The effect of maximal expiratory flow on other variables will ba 
studied. To apply these techniques to patients the following steps have to be 

taken: 
1. A mathematical model has to be defined, which describes the maximal 

expiratory flow (/VPA behaviour of an artificially ventilated COPD patient. 
2. Numerical simulations with this mathematical model wil! be performed to 

study the effect of a change in expiratory resistance on several lung function 

variables, e.g. lung volume and alveolar pressure. 
3. Implementation of this mathematical model in the software of the mechanical 

lung model to simulate a COPD patient, which can be used to perform 
physical measurements and test it in connection to a ventilator (Servo 900C 

and Servo 300, Siemens-Elema, Solna, Sweden). 

4. IVPF curves measured at the mechanical model will be compared with the 
mathematical curves defined in the mechanical model. 

5. Then, optimal control algorithms to control the expiratory resistance might be 

found. 
6. When the total set-up, mechanical lung model, ventilator and expiration 

control, is successfully tested it will be used for a pilot study with patients. 
The approach illustrates one of the potentials of the automatic data processing 

and mathematical and mechanical techniques, as presented in this thesis, for 

future patient care. 



CONCLUSIONS 

The achievements presented in this thesis can be divided in three main results. 
1. Through the on·line processing ol lung lunet ion measurements and the 

integration in the hospital inlormation system, at the moment the patient 
leaves the laboratory the results ol lung lunetion measurements can be at the 
disposal ol the physician at many PC based systems throughout the university 
hospital Rotterdam. 

2. the construction ol the computer controlled resistance enabled a accurate and 
last con trol ol Ilow resistances. 

3. the computer controlled piston displacement based on the pressure measured 
inside the simulator and a preset mathematical enabled the simulation ol a 
elasticity as lound in normals and patients. 

These three steps mean a step lorward in mechanical (Iung) modelling. 
Through integration ol mathematical models into the mechanical models it is 
possible to combine the Ilexibility ol a mathematical model and the capability ol 
a mechanical model to perIarm simulations in a physical environment. The 
techniques developed will be used lor the development ol programs to control 
the expiration ol artilicial ventilated patients. 





SUMMARY 

In 1976, automatic data processing was started on the lung function laboratory 

to improve the data processing of lung function measurements. This thesis 

describes some examples of the impact that automatic data processing had on 

direct patient care and the research which is carried out at the lung function 

laboratory since that time. 

In Chapter 1 the technological development in the lung function laboratory and 

intensive care department of the University Hospital Dijkzigt Rotterdam in which 

computers were an essential condition are described. First, an overview is given 

of the first years of the automatic data processing in the laboratory, including the 

change in computer technology in sense of performance. Second, the 

significanee of modelling is mentioned, whereafter mathematical and mechanical 

modelling is introduced. In the last part the outline of the thesis is presented. 

In Chapter 2 the development of a Lung Function Information System (LFIS) for 

the data analysis of pulmonary function tests at different locations is described. 

This system is connected to the Hospital Information System (HlS) for the 

retrieval of patient data and the storage of lung function variables of patien~s to 

generate follow-up reports and to support financial and administrative 

management. 
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The application programs were developed in such a way that a high flexibility 

with respect to the patient-computer-technician interaction. The sampled data 

are stored on a disk to correct eventually earlier decisions, perform recalculations 

and Ranales the data for research purposes. When the measurements performed 

on a patient are authorized, the sampled data are deleted, except when they are 

needed for further research. 

A distributed computer system was chosen to combine the benefits of a 

centralized system with those of several stand-alone systems. The main tasks of 

the central unit are to store collected data and computer programs, generate a 

final lung function report on laser printer and provide aconnection to the HlS. In 

the satellite computers, which are located close to the lung function equipment, 

the signals and raw data are processed. Furthermore, the satellite computers 

we re in use for program development and several research projects, and for the 

off-line data processing of the lung function measurements from two other 

hospitals by means of a modem connection. 

The LFIS improved the quantity and quality of data acquisition. It resulted in an 

increased capacity of about 50% concerning spirometry and facilitated time

consuming complex analysis. It also avoided miscalculations and mistakes in 

reports previously experienced with hand calculations and enabled new 

possibilities for research. 

In an Appendix to this chapter the recent developments of LFIS are addressed. 

The introduction of personal computers resulted in a reduction of cost, 

simplifications of operation and large increases in available commercial programs, 

e.g text processing and statistics. The large influence of the electronic 

communication network on the automatic data processing in the university 

hospital and the pulmonary function laboratory in particular is indicated. 

In Chapter 3 aserial lung model with a compressible segment to simulate 

different types of lung and airway disorders such as asthma, emphysema, 

fibrosis and upper airway obstruction during normal breathing is described. A 

parameter estimation technique was applied and its reliability and uniqueness 

we re tested by means of sine wave input signais. The characteristics of the 

alveolar pressure-flow patlerns simulated with the model agree to a great extent 

with those found in the literature. In the case of absence of noise the parameter 

estimation routine produced unique solutions for the different simulated 

pathologic classes. The sensitivity of the different parameters depended on the 

values belonging to each class of pathology. Some more simplified models are 

presented and their advantages over the complex model in special types of 

pathology are demonstrated. Noise added to the simulated flow appeared to have 
no influence on the estimated parameters, in contradiction to the effects with 
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noise added to the pressure signa!. In that case effective flow resistance was 

accurately estimated. Where parameters had no influence, as for instance upper 

airway resistance in emphysema or small airway resistance in upper airway 

obstruction, the measurement accuracy was less. In all other cases, a satisfacto· 

ry accuracy could be obtained. 

In Chapter 4 the development of a computer·controlled mechanical lung model 

for testing lung function equipment, validation of computer programs and 

simulation of impaired pulmonary mechanics is presented. The construction, 

function and same applications are described. 

The physical model is constructed from two bellows and a pipe system 

representing alveolar lung compartments of both lungs and airways, respectively. 

The bellows are surrounded by water simulating pleural and interstitial space. 

Volume changes of the bellows were accomplished via the fluid by a piston. The 

piston is driven by a servo·controlled electrical motor whose input is generated 

by a microcomputer. A wide range of breathing patlerns can be simulated. The 

pipe system representing the trachea, conneets both bellows to the ambient air 

and is provided with exchangeable parts with known resistance. A compressible 

component (CC) can be inserted into the pipe system. The fluid·filled space 

around the CC is connected with the water compartment around the bellows; 

The CC is made from a stretched Penrose drain. The outlet of the pipe system 

can be interrupted on command of an external microcomputer system. 

An automatic sequence of measurements can be programmed and is executed 

without the interaction of a technician. 

In Chapter 5 a computer·controlled flow resistance, to be used in a computer

controlled lung model, is presented. Flow is forced through a slit between a 

cylinder and a sleeve outside the cylinder. The position of the sleeve with respect 

to that of the cylinder is controlled by a computer. However, the total flow 

resistance is not only a function of the length of the slit, but also depends on 

. inlet/outlet resistance and flow rate. The dependence on flow rate is primarily 

due to the shape of the inlet of the slit. The resistance of the slit itself is almast 

independent of flow rate. We calculated the resistance for flow values from -

0.05 to 1.0 L.s" in bath directions during a calibration phase at different 

positions of the sleeve. Ta simulate a required resistance patlern, the position to 

steer is calculated by means of a spline·function interpalation from the relation 

bet ween flow resistance and position of the sleeve. The internal diameter of the 

sleeve is fixed and by exchanging the cylinder with one of a different external 

diameter the slit height can be changed to tune the resistance range for a 

specific simulation. 
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In Chaoter 6 a mechanical lung model as an extension ol a previous mechanical 
model (Chapter 4) to simulate normal breathing and artilicial ventilation in 
patients is described. The extended integration ol hardware and software offers 
many new possibilities and advantages with respect to the lormer model. The 
properties ol the components, which simulate the elastance and airway 
resistance ol the lung, are delined in the soltware rather than by mechanical 
properties ol the components themselves. Therelore, a more Ilexibie simulation 
ol non-linear behaviour and cross-over effects ol lung properties is obtained. 
Furthermore, the range ol lung compliance is extended to simulate patients with 
emphysema, and the dependency ol airway resistance on lung recoil pressure 
and transmural pressure ol the airways can be simulated. The new approach 
enables to incorporate time-related mechanics as, lor instance, the inlluence ol 
lung viscosity or cardiac oscillation. The different relations defined in the 
soltware could be changed Irom breath to breath. 

The possibilities of the new model are demonstrated by means of three exam
pies: 1) computer-controlled expiration in the artificially ventilated lung, 2) 
simulation of normal breathing, and 3) simulation ol visco-elastance and cardiac 
influences during artilicial ventilation. The mechanical model provides a 
reproducible and flexible environment for testing new software and equipment in 
the lung function laboratory and intensive care, and can be used lor instruction 
and training. 

In Chapter 7 some final considerations are made. Increasingly, commercial 

equipment incorporates data processing we had to develop ourselves in the past. 
New developments are necessary to improve the information about lung 
pathology of a patient and the treatment of artificially ventilated patients. The 
electronic patient record will become of increased importance through advanced 
network capabilities. 

The integration of mathematical and mechanical models will be ol great 
importance for future research. An improved mechanical model which is under 
construction now will be used to develop and test new measurements. 
techniques and algorithms for controlling the expiration of artilicially ventilated 
patients. 

The use of these models is essential for the development ol the control 
algorithms and extensive testing before a safe application for patients can be 
considered. 
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SAMENVATTING 

De computer heeft in de laatste decennia grote invloed gehad op de directe 
patiëntenzorg en onderzoek. Enerzijds heeft dit betrekking op de kwantitatieve en 
kwalitatieve verbetering van bestaande werkzaamheden en anderzijds op het 
ontstaan van nieuwe toepassingen die zonder gebruik van de computer niet 
mogelijk zouden zijn. 

Hoofdstuk 1 beschrijft de invloed van de technologische ontwikkelingen van de 
computer op het longfunctielaboratorium vanaf ongeveer 1977 tot op heden. Dit 
wordt nader uitgewerkt voor de geautomatiseerde verwerking van longfunctieme
tingen die bij patiënten worden verricht en de ontwikkeling van mathematische 
en fysische modellen. 
Verwerking longfunctiemetingen. 

In de eerste jaren was op het longfunctie laboratorium de computer slechts 
zeer beperkt beschikbaar. Aan het einde van de dag werden meetgegevens via 
een invoersysteem op de medische faculteit electronisch overgebracht naar een 
computer systeem van IBM in Zoetermeer. Deze gegevens werden 's nachts 
verwerkt waarna de volgende ochtend de verwerkte gegevens konden worden 
opgehaald. 

Via een reeks van tussenstappen is inmiddels een longfunctie informatie 
systeem (LFIS) ontwikkeld waarmee de meetgegevens nog tijdens de uitvoering 
van de onderzoeken worden verwerkt. De longfunctieassistent krijgt nog tijdens 
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de meting de resultaten beschikbaar, die dan gelijktijdig vergeleken zijn met de bij 

de betreffende patiënt behorende referentiewaarden. Door de opslag van 

resultaten van de longfunctiemetingen zijn de gegevens over een langere periode 

te vervolgen. Het LFIS wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk 2. 

Toepassing van modellen .. 
Van medisch·biologische systemen kunnen modellen worden afgeleid die de 

werkelijkheid op een andere wijze beschrijven. Deze modellen geven meestal de 

werkelijkheid in beperkte mate weer en zijn dan ook alleen maar toepasbaar voor 

een specifieke vraagstelling. In dit proefschrift wordt een toepassing van een 

wiskundig en een fysisch model van het mechanisch gedrag (relaties tussen 

drukken, volumes en luchtstroomsterkten) van de long beschreven. 

Wiskundige modellen vertalen werkingsmechanismen in algebraïsche vergelij· 

kingen die met behulp van computerprogramma' s worden vastgelegd. Aan de 

hand van deze wiskundige modellen krijgt men meer inzicht in het gedrag van de 

long en komt informatie beschikbaar die niet op een andere wijze kan worden 

verkregen. In hoofdstuk 3 staat een beschrijving van de toepassing van een 

wiskundig longmodel. 

Fysische modellen, in de Angelsaksische literatuur ook vaak mechanische 

modellen genoemd, zijn een vereenvoudiging van een werkelijkheid in fysische 

componenten. In fysische modellen worden meetbare fysische grootheden 

gemeten en weergegeven in getallen met eenheden. Bij een fysisch longmodel zal 

bijvoorbeeld tijdens de simulatie van de uitademing daadwerkelijk de gasstroom 

aanwezig zijn. Het zal duidelijk zijn dat met een fysisch model andere 

toepassingsmogelijkheden ontstaan dan bij wiskundige longmodellen. Deze 

modellen zullen met name worden gebruikt voor het simuleren van patiënten in 

een echte meetsituatie, waarbij de patiënt is gekoppeld aan bestaande meet enlof 

beademingsapparatuur. Deze "kunst·patiënt' vertoont dan steeds een gelijk 

gedrag en is op ieder moment beschikbaar. Hierdoor kunnen programma's 

worden ontwikkeld en getest, waarbij op ieder moment een gewenst type 

"kunst·patiënt" is te simuleren. Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft een longsimulator (CCL·I) 

waarin de computer wordt gebruikt voor het genereren van ademhalingspatronen. 

De hoofdstukken 5 en 6 beschrijven een vervolg ontwikkeling op basis van de 

CCL-I, waarbij een meer verregaande integratie van computer·software en 

fysische·componenten is gerealiseerd. De toepasbaarheid hiervan is getest met 

behulp van een aangepaste versie van de CCL·I. De grote flexibiliteit en nieuwe 

mogelijkheden die door deze verregaande integratie ontstonden, hebben geleid tot 

het ontwerp van een tweede generatie longsimulator (CCL·2j. In het laatste 

hoofdstuk staat een korte beschrijving van het ontwerp van de CCL-2 en het 

belang van dit fysische model voor toepassing, bij onderzoek bij beademde 

patiënten. 
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Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft de ontwikkeling van het LFIS. Dit systeem verwerkt de 

longfunctiemetingen die op verschillende locaties in het ziekenhuis bij patiënten 

worden uitgevoerd. Het LFIS is verbonden met het Ziekenhuis Informatie 

Systeem (ZIS) voor de uitwisseling van patiëntgegevens ten behoeve van de 

longfunctiemetingen en voor financiële en administratieve doeleinden. 

De toegepaste programma's zijn zodanig ontwikkeld dat een hoge mate van 

flexibiliteit mogelijk is bij de interactie tussen patiënt·computer·longfunctie· 

assistent. De verkregen gegevens worden opgeslagen om later eventueel eerdere 

beslissingen te kunnen corrigeren of om nieuwe methoden in het kader van 

wetenschappelijk onderzoek te testen. Op deze manier krijgt men meer en betere 

informatie bij het routine patiënten onderzoek. Berekende longfunctiegegevens 

worden ook opgeslagen om het verloop van het ziekteproces in de tijd te kunnen 

volgen (trendonderzoek). 

In 1980 is gekozen voor een ster·netwerk van computers waarbij de 

verschillende meetcomputers één op één waren verbonden met een centraal 

computersysteem op de afdeling (zie figuur 2.1, blz. 18). Hierdoor werden de 

voordelen van het tot dan toe gebruikelijke centrale computersysteem 

gecombineerd met de voordelen van de computersystemen die zijn verbonden 

met slechts één meetopstelling. In het ster·netwerk zijn de belangrijkste taken 

van het centrale systeem: de centrale opslag van bij verschillende meetopstellin

gen verzamelde gegevens en de opslag van computerprogramma's, de aanmaak 

van een longfunctierapport, waarbij de resultaten van verschillende meetop· 

stellingen worden samengevoegd tot een overzichtelijk rapport, en de informatie 

uitwisseling met het ZIS. De taken van de satellietcomputer, die dicht bij de 

longfunctieapparatuur staat, zijn: de verwerking van de signalen tijdens de 

meting, de rapportage en verdere administratieve afhandeling van de meting, het 

ontwikkelen van programmatuur, en tot enkele jaren geleden het gebruik voor de 

oft·line gegevensverwerking van de longfunctiemetingen van twee andere 

ziekenhuizen in de regio door middel van een modemverbinding. 

Het LFIS verbeterde de kwantiteit en kwaliteit van de gegevensverwerking. Het 

resulteerde in: een toegenomen capaciteit van ongeveer 50 % voor de spiro

metrie, een vereenvoudiging van tijdrovende, complexe analyses, een vermijding 

van eventuele misrekeningen en fouten in rapporten die bij handmatige 

verwerking groter is, en nieuwe mogelijkheden voor wetenschappelijk onderzoek. 

In de appendix van hoofdstuk 2 worden de recente uitbreidingen en ontwikkeling

en van het LFIS genoemd. De introductie van de "personal computer" heeft 

geresulteerd in een reductie van de kosten, vereenvoudigingen van de bewerking 

en een grotere toename van commerciële programma's, zoals ten behoeve van 

tekstverwerking en statistiek. De grote invloed van het elektronische 
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communicatienetwerk op de automatische gegevensverwerking in het 

Academisch Ziekenhuis en het longfunctielaboratorium in het bijzonder, is hierin 

aangegeven. Momenteel zijn de resultaten, verkregen op één van de 

longfunctielaboratoria, zeer snel via PC-systemen voor de aanvragende arts via 

het ZIS beschikbaar in het Academisch Ziekenhuis Rotterdam, bestaande uit het 

Sophia Kinderziekenhuis, Dijkzigt Ziekenhuis en de Daniel den Hoed Kliniek. 

In hoofdstuk 3 wordt een wiskundig longmodel met een samendrukbaar segment 

beschreven voor het nabootsen van verschillende typen long- en luchtwegafwij

kingen, zoals astma, emfyseem, fybrosis en bovenste luchtwegobstructie 

gedurende de normale ademhaling. De longen worden gesimuleerd door een 

compartiment dat het volumegedrag van de long beschrijft met daarin in serie 

verschillende luchtwegsegmenten die de kleine, de samendrukbare en grote 

luchtwegen simuleren (figuur 3.1, blz. 40). Met dit wiskundig model werden door 

verandering van parameters, meetsignalen (de alveolaire druk en de luchtstroom

sterkte) behorend bij specifieke ziektebeelden gemaakt. De kenmerken van deze 

signalen kwamen overeen met eerder in de literatuur beschreven metingen bij 

patiënten. 

Deze signalen werden daarna gebruikt om na te gaan of door toepassing van 

parameterschattingstechnieken de ziektebeelden konden worden herkend. Bij 

afwezigheid van kunstmatig aangebrachte verstoringen op het signaal (ruis), 

produceerden de parameterschattingsroutines eenduidige oplossingen voor de 

verschillende gesimuleerde ziektebeelden. De gevoeligheid van de verschillende 

parameters hing af van de waarden die behoren bij ieder ziektebeeld. In tegen

stelling tot het toevoegen van verstoringen (ruis) op het druksignaal, hadden 

toegevoegde verstoringen aan de gesimuleerde luchtstroomsterkte geen invloed 

op de geschatte parameters. Hierbij kon de effectieve luchtwegweerstand goed 

worden geschat. Waar parameters weinig invloed hadden, zoals bijvoorbeeld op 

de weerstand van de bovenste luchtwegen bij emfyseem of op de perifere 

luchtwegweerstand bij een grote luchtwegobstructie in de hogere luchtwegen, 

was de berekening minder nauwkeurig. In alle andere gevallen kon een 

bevredigende nauwkeurigheid worden verkregen. 

Dit hoofdstuk beschrijft verder meer vereenvoudigde longmodellen. Indien de 

invloed van de samendrukbare luchtwegen klein is, geven deze vereenvoudigde 

modellen een meer betrouwbare schatting dan het complexe model. 

Hoofdstuk 4 geeft een beschrijving van de ontwikkeling van een computer-gecon

troleerd, fysisch longmodel (CCL-I). Dit fysische longmodel was geconstrueerd 

uit twee balgen en een buissysteem (figuur 4.1, blz. 61). Deze onderdelen 
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stelden respectievelijk de alveolaire longcompartimenten van beide longen en de 

luchtwegen voor. 

De balgen waren met water omgeven om de ruimte tussen long en borstkas te 

simuleren. Volume veranderingen van de balgen werden via het water tot stand 

gebracht door een zuiger, die werd aangedreven door een computer-gestuurde 

elektrische motor. Hiermee kon een breed scala van ademhalingspatronen worden 

gesimuleerd. 

Het buissysteem, dat de luchtwegen representeerde, verbond beide balgen met 

de omringende lucht en was voorzien van uitwisselbare gedeelten met bekende 

weerstanden. Een samendrukbaar element, dat de samendrukbare luchtwegen 

simuleerde, kon in het buissysteem worden ingebracht. De met vloeistof gevulde 

ruimte rond het samendrukbare element was met het watercompartiment rond de 

balgen verbonden. Voor het samendrukbare element werd gebruik gemaakt van 

een rekbare latex buis. De uitgang van het buissysteem sloot af op commando 

van een extern microcomputersysteem .. 

Een automatische volgorde van metingen kon worden geprogrammeerd en 

zonder tussenkomst van de onderzoeker uitgevoerd. Dit fysisch longmodel is 

gebruikt voor het testen van longfunctieapparatuur en computerprogramma's 

(figuur 4.4, blz. 70). 

In hoofdstuk 5 wordt een computer-gestuurde weerstand (eeR) voor 

luchtstroomsterkte beschreven (figuur 5.2, blz 76). Deze wordt onder meer 

gebruikt in de tweede generatie van het computer-gestuurde fysisch longmodel 

(hoofdstuk 6). De luchtstroomsterkte wordt door een nauwe cilindrische gleuf 

(spleet) tussen een binnen- en buitencilinder geleid. De computer bepaalt de 

positie van de buitencilinder ten opzichte van de binnencilinder. De totale 

luchtstroomsterkteweerstand hangt niet alleen af van de lengte van de spleet, 

maar ook af van de grootte van de luchtstroomsterkte. De afhankelijkheid van de 

luchtstroomsterkte komt in de eerste plaats door de vorm van de in- en uitgang 

van de spleet. De weerstand van de spleet is nagenoeg onafhankelijk van de 

luchtstroomsterkte. Gedurende een ijkingsfase wordt de weerstand bij lucht

stroomsterkten van -0.05 tot 1.0 liter per seconde in beide richtingen bepaald. 

Om op ieder moment een gewenste weerstand te simuleren wordt continue de 

gewenste positie van de buitenste cilinder berekend met behulp van de 

ijkgegevens en de op dat moment aanwezige luchtstroomsterkte. 

De inwendige diameter van de buitencilinder ligt vast. Door de buitendiameter 

van de binnencilinder te veranderen, verandert de spleetdikte en daardoor het 

gebied waarbinnen de weerstand kan worden ingesteld. Hierdoor is een 
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afstemming mogelijk van het weerstandsbereik van de GGR op een gewenst 

bereik. 

Hoofdstuk 6 geeft een beschrijving van een nieuwe methode van aansturing van 

het fysisch longmodel (figuur 6.4, blz. 97). Er is een verdere integratie van 
computer en mechanische componenten gerealiseerd. In de GGL-1 werden alle 

fysische eigenschappen uitsluitend door de onderdelen bepaald, waardoor dit 

longmodel weinig flexibel was. In de nieuwe opzet worden de eigenschappen van 

de computergestuurde mechanische onderdelen meer bepaald door de software 

dan door de fysische eigenschappen van de onderdelen zelf. Met het nieuwe 

longmodel kan een betere simulatie van het gedrag van long en luchtwegen 

worden verkregen. 

Een belangrijke innovatie is de wijze van simulatie van de longcompliantie. De 

stand van de piston en dus het long volume, is nu bepaald door de gemeten druk 

in het longcompartiment en de in de computer vastgelegde relatie tussen deze 

druk en het longvolume. Met behulp van de GGR die is opgenomen in de GGL-2 

kan de tijdens de ademhaling variërende luchtweg·weerstand worden 

gesimuleerd. Door dit alles is het mogelijk om: 

niet alleen de normale ademhaling te simuleren zoals bij de GGL·1, maar ook de 

kunstmatig beademde patiënt, 

niet alleen de astma en fibrotische patiënt, maar ook de emfyseem patiënt te 

simuleren, 

tijd-gerelateerde mechanismen te verenigen, zoals bijvoorbeeld de invloed van 
de viscositeit van de long of de volumefluctuaties, te zien als druk en 

luchtstroomsterkte veranderingen, ten gevolge van hartactiviteit, 
de in de software gedefinieerde relaties zijn van ademhaling op ademhaling aan 

te passen, 

de luchtweg weerstand kan afhankelijk zijn van meerdere variabelen die in het 

fysische model worden gemeten en daardoor beter worden afgestemd op de 

fysiologische werkelijkheid, en 

er kan een normale inademing en passieve uitademing worden gesimuleerd. 

De nieuwe methode van aansturen is getest met hulp van het in hoofdstuk 4 

beschreven GGL-1 met daarin opgenomen enkele aanpassingen. De mogelijkhe

den van de nieuwe methode worden gedemonstreerd door middel van drie 

voorbeelden: 

1. Beademde patiënten werden gesimuleerd waarbij ook werd aangetoond dat 

het patroon van de uitademing door middel van een computer kon worden 

opgelegd. 

2. De met het wiskundig longmodel gesimuleerde relatie tussen alveolaire druk en 

luchtstroomsterkte aan de mond is met het fysisch longmodel gesimuleerd. 
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3. De mogelijkheid van de toevoeging van tijdsafhankelijke aspecten in de 

simulatie zijn gedemonstreerd door middel van de simulatie van de visco

elasticfteit van de long, en het aanbrengen van drukvariaties ten gevolge van 

de invloed van het hart op de long. 

In het hoofdstuk 7 is ingegaan op enkele te verwachten ontwikkelingen met 

betrekking tot de geautomatiseerde gegevensverwerking en het ontwerp en 

toepassing van de CCL-2. 

De toepassing van de computer neemt voortdurend in omvang toe. In het 

verleden moest alle programmatuur voor de analyse van longfunctiemetingen zelf 

worden ontwikkeld. Momenteel komen steeds meer geautomatiseerde 

commerciële apparaten beschikbaar die worden opgenomen in het gege

vensverwerkende netwerk op de afdeling. De opname en het vastleggen van 

steeds meer gegevens met behulp van computers zal leiden tot een elektronisch 

medisch dossier dat de (papieren) patiëntenstatus kan vervangen. Hierdoor zijn 

gegevens op meerdere locaties met behulp van een computer gemakkelijker 

bereikbaar. Door de beschikbaarheid van snelle en goedkope computer-systemen 

zal de ontwikkeling en invoering van nieuwe methodieken voor het meten en 

behandeling van patiënten mogelijk maken. 

De integratie van wiskundige en fysische longmodellen is van groot belang 

voor toekomstig onderzoek. De in hoofdstuk 6 beschreven technieken worden 

thans verwerkt bij de constructie van een nieuw fysisch longmodel (CCL-2). De 

CCL-2 (figuur 7.1, blz. 106) verschaft een reproduktieve en flexibele omgeving 

om nieuwe software en apparatuur voor het longfunctielaboratorium en de 

beademingsafdeling te testen. De toepassing als simulator voor training van arts 

en student zal mogelijk bij kunnen dragen voor een betere patiëntenzorg. 

Concluderend kunnen de resultaten die zijn gepresenteerd in dit proefschrift, in 

twee hoofdgebieden worden onderscheiden. 

Door de momentane verwerking van de longfunctiemetingen en de integratie 

van de resultaten in het ziekenhuis-informatie-systeem zijn de onderzoeksresul

taten onmiddellijk voor de arts beschikbaar via het elektronisch netwerk van 

het ziekenhuis, kort nadat de patiënt het laboratorium heeft verlaten. 

Voorts is een belangrijke stap gezet in de fysische modellering van het gedrag 

van de normale en zieke long. Door de integratie van wiskundige modellen via 

computeraansturing van onderdelen in het fysische longmodel kan de 

flexibiliteit van wiskundige longmodellen worden gecombineerd met de 

mogelijkheden van fysische modellen. Hierdoor kunnen patiënten zo getrouw 

mogelijk worden nagebootst teneinde hiermee meetproceduren en 

behandelingsmethoden te testen en te trainen. 
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